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What's hot and what's 
not in the new year. 
Since the Towers were built in 1965, 
there has been a changing of the lights 
every New Year's Eve et midnight. To 
celebrate the arrival of the year 2000, a 
fireworks show was added to the 
traditional lighting '4E!remony. Be~een 
70 end 75 people volunteered their time 
to man the switches In order to change 
the lights and set off the fireworks 
ringing In the new year. 
Talk offers 
human-side 
ofDr.King 
BY JASON SUBIK 
Staff Writer 
When Martin Luther King Jr. was 25 
years old he was too busy working on his 
doctoral-thesis, worryin$ about a pregnant 
wife, an4 establishing himself as a minister 
in his church's congrcga~ion to help the Al-
abama bus boycott. 
King wanted to 
help, but did not feel 
it was his t_ime. until 
more than 400 mem-
bers of his congrega-
tion convinced him to 
fight for the cause or 
_ , lose their· support. 
, ;-~- Washington Post 
:· columrus( Juan 
} \Villialll5:0 .-US4:d this WILLIAMS 
1'. story to illustrate his ~ 
!. lecture, til1ed "Where Do ie Go From Herc? 
~ Race Relations in a Fast- hanging Nation," 
-, .Monday:~o l;merson Sui s, which focused 
£ on looking Ill Dr. Martiijuther King Jr. as 
i an inspirational human ng, rather than as 
. j · a towering mythic icon. c lecture was the 
. i 
~. See S~EAKER, page 4 
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Aquatics teams spend 
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OMA director appointed 
Office undergoes 
reorganization 
BY MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE 
News Editor 
------------
After eight months of searching, Ithaca 
College has found a director for its Office 
of Multicultural Affairs. 
Roger G. Richardson, the founding di-
rector of the Office for African, Latino and 
Asian American Student Services at New 
York University, is currently completing his 
doctoral dissertation at NYU and will not 
assume his new position full-time until April. 
He will begin visiting the campus next week 
to get to know the students, faculty and ad-
ministration. The schedule for his visit 
should be available later today. 
The Multicultural Affairs office 
Richardson will join this spring will not be 
the same organization former director 
Kceon Gregory left last spring. In the in-
terim, the college has moved the OMA from 
the provost's office ~o the Office of Student 
Affairs and redefined its relationship with 
the Opportunity Programs office. 
Richardson's appointment concludes 
the second attempt to fill the OMA direc-
tor's position since May. The first search, 
launched at that time, yielded no finalists. 
Associate Professor and Chairman Hector 
Velez, sociology, agreed to fill the position 
on an interim basis last semester while a sec-
ond search was conducted. 
The two announced finalists in that 
search - A'Lynnc A Boles and Jesse L. 
Dansby Jr. - were brought to campus for a 
series of well-publicized interviews last No-
vember. After those interviews, while the 
search committee deliberated its recommen-
dation for the position, Richardson threw his 
hat into the ring. 
"It was during the time that we were in-
terviewing the two candidates who came to 
campus, that we received an application from 
Roger Richardson," said 
Richard Miller, dean of the 
School of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance and chair of 
the search committee. "We re-
viewed it and found it to be a very 
strong application, and we decid-
ed to invite him to the campus." 
"Attendance was very, very sparse, and 
we knew it would be," he said. "We want-
ed to get this done before the students left, 
and we did have some students show up, but 
we didn't have anywhere near the number 
we would have liked." 
Sophomore Michael Spann, president of 
the African-Latino Society, did not get to meet 
Richardson when he wa<; on campus but said 
he was glad the position had been filled. 
"I heard good things about him, and will 
give him a chance to fill the position," he said. 
The search committee members were 1111-
prcsscd by Richardson's resume. 
"He 1s a doctoral candidate 
and is nearing completion of h1~ 
doctoral degree," Miller said, 
"IA Ph.D.] was not a nccc~s1ty. 
but I think when you arc at an in-
stitution of higher education. 
that is important." 
Jumor Raymond Varg,L~. a 
search comrmllec member, 
praised Richardson's ideas on 111-
crc,t'img interaction with student~. 
Richardson was brought to 
campus during finals week, 
while most students were either 
busy with exams or gone for the 
semester break. 
MILLER "I wa~ impressed by some of 
Velez said it was unfortunate that so 
many people, especially students, were un-
able to meet with the candidate. 
"It was a bad week," he said. "We did get 
some students involved, and we tried to work 
meetings in there." 
Miller acknowledged that there were 
some problems. 
h1~ idea-; and goals for OMA m the 
future," he -~aid. "for instance, motivating 
students to enter more OMA progmms by ju:t 
hanging around with a small group of stu-
dcnts,m dorms and talking with them: per-
~onal contact." 
Sophomores Stephamc Cooper and 
See IOP, page 4 
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Issues 1n tne News 
The fate of Elian Gonzalez, a young Cuban refugee, remains undecided 
BY MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE 
News Editor 
The Miami Herald reported Sunday 
that several congressional leaders arc 
preparing an extremely unusual private bill 
to grant six-year-old Cuban refugee 
Elian Gonzalez U.S. citizenship. 
A bill of this type is rarely proposed and 
1s often an honorary measure used by Con-
gress to award and celebrate such lumi-
naries as Winston Churchill and Mother 
Teresa. 
Custody of Elian has already been 
granted temporarily to his Cuban Amer-
ican great-uncle, Lazaro Gonzalez, over 
protestation of the federal Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. 
Granting of citizenship to Elian could 
help in efforts to block his return to Cuba 
and to his father, Juan Miguel Gonzalez, 
ordered by the INS. 
with the proposed private citizen bill. 
"The best way to do that is make him 
a citizen - then there would be no doubt 
about his rights," said Rep. Lincoln 
Diaz-Balart, R-Fla., to the Herald. 
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., de-
scribed the bill as "a political gimmick" 
that stands no chance. 
Frank, a former chairman of the immi-
gration subcommittees that review private 
bills, said such measures must have wide-
spread support and should solve a bureau-
cratic problem "when there is no other way 
to correct it," according to the Herald. 
Instead, the backers of this measure arc 
asking Congress to decide with whom the 
boy should live, he told the Herald. 
"So now we're going to decide custody 
matters in Congress?" Frank said. "What 
are we, Family Court?" 
Many congressional leaders have be-
come increasingly outspoken on the issue 
of Attorney General Janet Reno's backing 
of the service's ruling according to the 
Post. ' , ,,,Y. ('' ~ • ,f ,:,, 
' 
ment, we would not want to give up our 
parental rights." 
Speaking to ABC's "Nightline" on Jan. 
14, Juan Miguel expressed anger about the 
U.S. government's interference with 
these rights. 
Miguel said Elian is being subjected to 
child abuse. He is being made to do things 
against his will. Because if he were able 
to say or to defend Fidel [Castro], he 
would do it." 
"Those people are not his parents," he 
said in response to a question about fight-
ing for custody against his relatives in the 
Miami court. "This is something I don't 
understand ... I am his father ... I am ask-
ing for my child." 
Miguel repeatedly said he was under 
no pressure from the Cuban government 
and that in fact it was under pressure from 
him. 
Miguel also thanked Reno for her ef-
forts and decried the protesters in Miami 
pressuring the U.S. government to keep 
Elian in the United States. 
As a citizen, Elian would no longer be 
a foreigner without legal status in this 
country, and the INS would have no say 
over his fate, according to The Washing-
ton Post. 
Congress has been slow to act in regard 
to the Gonzalez saga because the child was 
rescued during the congressional holiday 
recess that began in late November. 
The measure has gained support from 
top Republican and Democratic congres-
sional leaders, including Senate Majori-
ty Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.; House Ma-
jority Whip Tom DeLay, R-Texas; Sen. 
Robert Torricelli, D-N.J.; and Rep. 
Patrick Ken-nedy, D-Mass. 
Sen. Bob Graham, D-Fla. has asked 
Reno to defer enforcement of the INS rul-
ing, pending "congressional review," 
which he said should include "possible 
changes in the law." 
Senate Judiciary Chairman Orrin G. 
Hatch, R-Utah, a candidate for the Re-
publican presidential nomination, re-
quested that Reno "stay her decision" to 
send the boy back to Cuba and asked to 
be personally briefed. 
C.M. GUERRERO/KNIGHT-RIDDER 
ELIAN GONZALEZ celebrates his sixth 
birthday In Miami on Dec. 11. The 
Cuban-bom boy Is caught in the mid-
dle of a political battle over whether he 
should be returned to his father In 
Cuba or remain In the United States 
with relatives of his mother, who was 
killed en route to the United States. 
According to The New York Times, 
Miami's 700,000 Cuban-Americans re-
main united in opposition to Castro's gov-
ernment and a high majority of them op-
pose the immigration service's decision lo 
return Elian to his father. 
Although many of the protests and pa-
rades in Elian 's favor have died down, the 
Times reported the Gonzalez family 
home in Little Havana is swamped with 
media and a group of women standing vig-
il to defend the interests of Elian's dead 
mother. 
legislation.'' 
When Congress reconvenes on Jan. 24 
many senators and representatives plan to 
take the case out of the hands of the INS 
The current chairman of the House im-
migration subcommittee, Rep. Lamar S. 
Smith, R-Texas, has issued a statement 
that one of his spokesmen described as 
a "non-endorsement of citizenship via 
"No one can justify the oppressive, 
communist government in Cuba," Smith 
said, "But we should not rush into sepa-
rating a father and son. If any of us were 
a parent living in Cuba, as much as we 
might not like the authoritarian govern-
"He should stay," one of these 
woman told the Times. "This was the de-
cision of his mother." 
• 
~?itl:Ptmirnational News 
POLITICIANS GATHER AT DEBATE 
HARRY HAMBURG/KNIG~:T-RIDDER 
GARY BAUER, a former Reagan admlnlstatlon offi. 
cial, waves to the camera prior to the GOP presi-
dential debate Saturday In Iowa. Participants 
Included (from left) publisher Steve Forbes, Bauer, 
Gov. George W. Bush of Texas and Sen. John 
McCain of Arizona. Fonner ambassador Alan 
Keyers and Utah Sen. Orrin Hatch are not shown. 
Voters will begin to select the Republican candidate 
starting with the Iowa caucuses on Jan. 24, fol· 
lowed by the New Hampshire primary on Feb. 1. 
Albright praises Mexko as good ally 
U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright Sunday praised 
the Mexican government for recent efforts to fight illegal drug 
trafficking. a strong sign that the Clinton administration will 
once again push for certification of Mexico as a good ally 
in the war on drugs, according to American officials. 
Cenificatton would head off potential U.S. economic sanc-
tions against Mexico but would be sure to anger some U.S. 
law enforcement officials and their allies in Congress, who 
believe that Mexico's anti-drug agencies are riddled with cor-
ruption and largely ineffective. 
Calling her meeting with Mexican Foreign Secretary Rosario 
Green "a turning point" in U.S.-Mexico relations, Albright laud-
ed Mexican efforts to strengthen its anti-drug agencies. She 
and Green ~aid both govcrnmenl., were cooperating well in the 
effort to keep drugs from reaching American cities. 
An)- criticism Albright had was aimed at unnamed peo-
pie who she said "wish to undermine" the cooperative 
drug effort led by Clinton and Mexican President 
Ernesto Zedillo. 
Each year, as the U.S. president and Congress start grad-
ing foreign countries on their work against illegal drugs, U.S. 
law enforcement agencies and Congress sources report spec-
tacular Mexican failures due to corruption and ineptness with-
in Mexican anti-drug agencies. 
This spring may bring more of the same, said Jeffrey Davi-
dow, U.S. ambassador to Mexico, but it won't obscure im-
provement in cooperative drug police work in the last year be-
tween the two countries. 
'The fact that there are 20 tons of cocaine not on our streets 
(in the past year) is because of that increased cooperation," 
Davidow said, referring to two big cocaine busts in the Pa-
cific Ocean by the Mexican navy in 1999 operations guided 
by U.S. counter-narcotics intelligence. 
The cocaine seizures were among the biggest in recent 
Mexican law enforcement history, touted by officials in both 
countries as evidence that new police forces and sophisti-
cated intelligence equipment put to work in 1999 by Mex-
ico are paying off. 
Letterman recovering from heart surgery 
Leave it to funnyman David Letterman to find humor in 
quintuple bypass heart surgery. 
"I feel fantastic,'.' Letterman, 52, joked Saturday from his 
Manhattan hospital bed after a night of solid rest. "In addition 
to rerouting the arteries, they also installed an E-ZPass." 
Doctors said the host of"Late Show With David Letterman," 
was recovering nicely. 
"Dave's doing great," said Dr. Wayne Isom, who performed 
Letterman's surgery on Friday at the Weill Cornell Center of 
New York-Presbyterian Hospital. 
The comedian underwent the operation just hours after an 
angiogr~~ reveal~ at least ?ne ser_iously constricted artery. 
The Big Man opted for immediate surgery, which rerout-
ed the flow of blood to his heart muscles by using veins tak-
en from elsewhere in his body to bypass blocked areas. 
Letterman, who often commutes from his New Canaan 
Conn., home in a Porsche, has a history of high cholesteroi· 
that has been a running joke on his show. 
His most recent quip came Thursday when he told "Late 
Show" guest Regis Philbin that his cholesterol level was 
"borderline ... 680," and that doctors might soon have to 
··open daddy's rib cage." 
Most doctors recommend that adults keep their choles-
terol level below 200. 
The gap-toothed comic's show will go into reruns, starting 
Monday and continuing for an undetermined period. 
The Reform Party has identity crisis 
The nation's third most-popular political party created by 
Texas billionaire Ross Perot in his own image is split so bad-
ly between the Perotistas and supporters of Minnesota Gov. 
Jesse Ventura, the party's top elected official, that political ex-
perts and even party members are questioning its survival. 
"To call it a party is charitable. It's more like the Hal-
fields and McCoys," said Steven Schier, chairman of the po-
litical science department at Minnesota's Carleton College. 
"The two poles of gravity, Texas and Minnesota, arc im-
placably hostile to each other." 
The trouble began brewing last summer when Ventura threat-
ened to leave the party at their Dearborn, Mich., national con-
vention unless his candidate, Jack Gargan, was elected chair-
man. Gargan, a retired financial consultant, took office Jan. I 
and, in a symbolic split, the party headquarters moved from 
Perot's Dallas office to Gargan's home in Cedar Key, Fla. 
In the presidential r-JCe, Perot forces lined up former GOP 
conservative Pat Buchanan to seek the Reform Party nomination, 
only to have the socially liberal Ventura woo New York bil-
lionaire Donald Trump as a potential alternative candidate. 
The latest skirmish, over selection of a convention site, may 
define the party's future. Friday, Reform Party leaders were 
forced to call a special meeting Feb. 5 of the party's national 
committee to finally decide between Long Beach, Calif., and 
St. Paul, Minn., as the August convention site. 
The party's national committee, which has about 150 mem-
bers, will gather in a yet-to-be-named city to vote on where 
to hold the convention. The party chose Long Beach last year. 
when it wa,; controlled by Perot forces, hut Venturn-led fol-
lowers committed themselves to St. Paul al a press conference 
Friday in the Minnesota capital. 
SOURCE: TMS Campus 
CORRECTIONS 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct all errors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant News Editor Jennifer 
Hodess at 274-3207. 
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Search ends at beginning 
Health department rates 
dining hall unsatisfactory 
According to a restaurant 
inspection notice in the Dec. 24, 
1999 issue of The Ithaca Journal, 
the Campus Center Dining Hall 
(i:eferred to in the notice as Egbert 
Union Dining Hall) was deemed 
unsatisfactory by recent health 
department inspections. 
Refrigerated storage equipment 
in the dining hall did not maintain 
potentially hazardous foods at or 
below 45 degrees Fahrenheit. 
A reach-in refrigerator on the 
north service line near the grill was 
observed at 52 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Food items were observed at 47-51 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
The food was moved to a func-
tioning refrigerator. 
Upon re-inspection the dining 
hall was found satisfactory. 
According to the notice, both the 
Tower Club and the Food Court 
passed initial inspections. 
Emerson Foundation 
grants H&S $250,000 
Students in the School of 
Humanities and Sciences have 
been given a grant of $250,000 by 
the Fred L. Emerson Foundation. 
The gift, added to the Fred L. 
Emerson Endowed Scholarship 
and Internship Fund, will allow 
the college's students to do collab-
orative research with the faculty in 
the humanities disciplines. 
Brodhead 
moves ahead 
within college 
BY BENJAMI~ B. MCMILLAN 
Staff Writer 
After reviewing more than 50 
applications, the college recently 
announced that Garry Brodhead, 
former interim assistant provost 
and dean of graduate studies, 
was hired as the associate provost 
and dean of graduate studies. 
The Jan. 14 announcement 
came after a search that included 
55 candidates, 10 semi-finalists 
and brought three other finalists to 
campus in addition to Brodhead. 
Each of the finalists prepared a 
presentation, which was open to 
the public. Brodhead, the first fi-
nalist to be interviewed, used his 
Nov. 16 presentation to emphasize 
faculty development. 
"I hope to increase the faculty 
reward system, offer faculty 
more opportunities, and expand 
their professional horizons," he 
told The Ithacan. 
Associate Professor and 
Chariwoman Katherine Bcissncr, 
physical therapy, a member of the 
search committee, said Brod-
head's expertise in this area was 
a key point in choosing the best 
candidate. 
"Faculty development was his 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
NEW ASSOCIATE PROVOST and dean of graduate studies Garry 
Brodhead plans to focus on faculty opport~nity and rewards. 
strongest point," she said. "He 
has been an advocate for the 
faculty during his role as an 
administrator. He will bring a 
depth of understanding about 
Ithaca College to the higher ad-
ministration and a fundamental un-
derstanding of what it's like to be 
a faculty member at an institution 
with a diversity of programs." 
In the area of graduate studies, 
Brodhead said he plans to propose 
the question of higher degree 
programs in several departments 
across campus. 
"There arc several depart-
ments that arc very strong," he 
said. "My personal opinion is that 
the English department, the art his-
tory department and the p~ychol-
ogy department arc three depart-
ments that could possibly consid-
er startmg a graduate program. It 
may he tha< it is not thc1r interest 
but I would at least like the ques-
tion to be asked." 
Bill Scooncs, special assistant 
to the provrn,t and chair of the 
search commJttee, said it was not 
just the future initiatives that 
made Brodhead stand out, hut his 
experience from years of work at 
the college. 1 
"He was performing what the 
job dcscnplHm says already at a 
pretty high level," Scooncs said. 
"This was felt by members of the 
search committee, people who 
attended the mtcrvicws, and the_ 
provost." 
Brodhead hrmgs more than :10 
years of experience at the college. 
He started at the college as a 
professor of music theory, lmto-
ry and compos1t1on m 1970, then 
moved on to department chair. 
Brodhead stayed in the School 
of Music for 20 years until 
accepting an interim appornt-
ment to l11s current positmn rn the 
provo~t 's office 
Brodhead said he 1s excited to 
bnng lw, career knowledge to the 
provrn,t'~ office and help wJth 1h 
variety of programs. 
"I came to Ithaca College as 
a very young faculty mcmhcr 
30 years ago," he said "I am 
appreciative to hring that long 
experience to the central admm-
1~trat1on, to the work of the pro-
vost's office, and in general to sup-
port larg.:: scale programs of the of-
fice." 
In a college press release. 
Provost Jim Malek said he J\ abo 
excited for Brodhead'~ appoint-
ment and the contributions he will 
bring. 
"Garry has contributed gn:atly 
to the college as a faculty mem-
ber and as a key member of the 
academic administration. "Malek 
said. "He brings to the po,11ion 
both meaningful experience and 
valued leadership." 
The Emerson Foundation made 
its initial grant to the college in 
1975 and has become the largest 
fund of that type at the Ithaca. 
F_und director moves on to East Hill 
Ann Curry rescheduled 
to address Park students 
As a part of the Jessica Savitch 
Distinguished Journalism Lecture 
Series, Ann Curry, Emmy-award-
winning news anchor of NBC's 
"Today" and MSNBC, will be. 
coming to Ithaca College to speak 
on April 6. 
Her lecture will take place at 8 
p.m. in the Park Auditorium. The 
title of the lecture has not been 
announced. 
Curry was scheduled to come 
speak last April but was called 
away on assignment and had to 
cancel. 
She won an Emmy Award for 
her live coverage of the October 
1987 Los Angeles earthquake and 
a second Emmy for her coverage 
of the explosion of a gas pipeline 
in San Bernadino. 
Williams to depart 
development office 
by months end 
BY JENNIFER HODES$ 
Assistant News Editor 
The man who spearheads the 
college's largest annual fund-
raising drive is resigning at the end 
of the month. 
Annual Fund Director Walter 
Williams decided to leave his 
position in the college's develop-
ment office to take a job as the di-
rector of the alumni office and de-
velopment for the College of Ar-
chitecture of Art and Planning at 
Cornell University. His resignation 
takse effect on Jan. 31. 
"Walter has done a fine job here, 
and I am going to miss him, his hu-
mor and his good work," said Cas-
James E. Gardner Jr. 
REAL ESTATE 
A greater selection of 
apartments 1n the Ithaca area 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Ef f 1c1Enc1€s to €1ght-b€droom housEs 
Furmsh€d and unfurmsh€d Quality umts at af f ordabl€ pncEs 
24-hour mamtEnancE sErVIC€S 
277-3232 
411 N. Tioga Str££t 
sandra George, executive director 
of development. 
Williams said he is proud of his 
accomplishments here at the col-
lege, specifically the · 
reunion fund-raising 
program. 
the annual fund. In fact, the Annual 
Fund has seen some of its best 
years under his leadership." 
Williams said he will miss 
working with students 
the most, especially 
the class of 2000. 
"While I was here, 
the reunion class project 
has been more suc-
cessfu I than it has been 
in the last 25 years," he 
said. "For example, the 
class of 1972 has set 
new fundraising rec-
ords over the last two 
or three years, which 
WILLIAMS 
"My work with 
them to raise money for 
the annual fund is a 
great example of 
students and faculty 
coming together to get 
results," he said. "I am 
really going to miss 
them." 
have jump-started the reumon 
fund-raising program." 
Joseph Hammon, associate 
director of the annual fund, had 
worked closely with Williams. 
"I am really going to miss him," 
Hammon said. "He has been re-
sponsible for the development of 
George said his 
good working relationship with 
· students and others grew out of'his 
professionalism and personality. 
"Walter developed a nice rela-
tionship with many students," she 
said. "He 1s diplomatic and his 
southern gentleman chann 1s 
present in all he docs." 
STIRE 11111: BIG 
AL'S Monday-Thursday: Friday and Saturday: 
Sunday: 
6 a.m. to midnight 
6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
8 a.m. to midnight 
FIEE IEIIIEIY: 
Monday-Thursday: 
Friday: 
Saturday: 
Sunday: 
11 a.m. to midnight 
11 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
noon to 1 a.m. 
noon to midnight 
Hammon will take over as act-
ing director of the annual fund 
wh"i\c a search lo Ii\\ lhc posit"mn 
permanently will take place. 
"'I will ensure that rhe millen-
nium campaign runs rhrough the 
end of the fiscal year, ,n addirion 
to working with reunion clas~es, 
volunteer rnanagemcnl, etc ," 
Hammon said. 
The director po~ition will he 
posted in an upcoming edition of 
Ithaca College Employment Op-
portunities to find the ideal can-
didate as quickly as possible, he 
said. 
"We arc going to be very ag-
gressive in hiring someone and we 
have already begun mfonnally 
looking for someone mtcrnally,'' 
George said. 
She added that the hope is to 
hire someone who will work a~ 
closely with students and alurnm 
as Williams did 
HELP WANTED-DRIVERS NEEDED 272-3448 
$10-12/Hour 1103 Danby Road 
Studv Break Special 
1 larue Pizza and 12 Chicken Winos 
You must mention ad when ordering and present 11 upon purchase! 
Tax included Expires Jan. 26, 2000 Not valid with any other offer 
L--------------------------------------J 
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• MELISSA THORNLEY/ THE ITHACAN 
SPEAKER JUAN WILLIAMS discusses his lecture titled, "Where Do We Go From 
Here? Race Relations in Fast-Changing Nation" with senior Charity N. Banfield. 
Speaker questions holiday 
Continued from page 1 
third m a sencs on racial awareness present-
ed by the Office of Multicultural Affairs. 
"[King] is a real example of a human he-
mg who succeeded in creating social 
change," Williams said. "People need to sec 
Kmg not as the celebrated icon, but as area-
son to make changes in their own lives and 
someone that they could use a_s model for 
their efforts to create social change in a non-
violent way that appeals to their fellow cit-
izens' sense of conscience and morality." 
He explained to his audience that "the dis-
tance of time acts to distort the truth about 
Dr. King," and that King did not create the 
civil rights movement, as many believe. He 
joined the movement and became its 
leader. and it has continued after his death. 
Tanya Saunders, assistant provost of 
special programs, attended the lecture and 
said Williams had an important message for 
students ahcmt how every person has the ca-
pability of making a difference. 
"Williams was suggesting that all of us 
have persona\ issue~ in our \ives that te\\ us 
\\ e need to do A, 8 and C rather than X, Y 
or Z. hut that doesn·t mean that those peo-
ple don·1 have something to contnhute and 
that they shouldn't think ofcontnhutmg." she 
S,lld. 
He also emphasized that people today 
want King to become a bland and non-of-
fcn~i ve icon that 1s acceptable to everyone, 
including the government that celebrates him 
with a federal holiday. 
"King has become ~uch a wann and fuzzy 
icon that McDonald's uses l11S picture to ad-
vertise their special Martin Luther King Day 
hamburger ~ale," Williams said. 
People forget that toward the end of 
King's life, he defied national criticism by 
marching on Chicago to denounce the de fac-
to segregation that took place there, 
Williams said. 
Williams also said King defied criticism 
among his own supporters by going to Mem-
phis to defend striking garbage collectors, 
because he felt fair wages were a critical part 
of civil rights. King wa~ shot and killed while 
he was there. 
Williams also conveyed a message 
about contemporary civil rights issues that 
he believed King might address today, in-
cluding economic empowerment, the effect 
of drugs on the black community and the 
rapid spread of AIDS among blacks. 
Freshman Natasha Hinds attended the 
speech and saw validity in Williams' mes-
sage about civil rights. 
"Our fight is different now," she said. 
"Now it is about economics. Slowly but sure-
ly African Americans arc obtaining more op-
portunities to succeed through increased ac-
cess to education, and the challenge now is 
for those people to give back lo their com-
munities." 
Williams wants more young people to 
think about the civil rights problems facing 
America today. 
"Too often I think young people look at 
civil rights as something that happened in the 
1960s," he said. "Civil rights doesn't stand 
still today; it has evolved, and now it is about 
other issues." . 
Sophomore Erin Donnelly enjoyed · 
Williams' speech but was critical of having 
classes on Martin Luther King Jr. Day. 
"I thought the speech was interesting and 
informative, especially about Rosa Parks and 
Dr. King's role in the bus boycott," she said. 
"However, I think it is ridiculous that Itha-
ca College doesn't celebrate Martin Luther 
King Day. This college says it wants to pro-
mote social diversity, but then they don't want 
to recognize minority holidays." 
Williams had a different opinion on Itha-
ca's choice to remain open. 
"I have no problem with it, because I think 
a lot of people view [MLK] Day as a day to 
sleep in and then maybe go to the mall and 
catch a ball game," he said. "I think it is a 
good idea to have classes and maybe make 
Martin Luther King and what he stood for 
the theme of those classes. I agree with the 
King Center in Atlanta, who says that Mar-
tin Luther King Day should be a day on and 
not a day off." 
Take advantage of our 
s~s~ 
Only $129 through May 31st 
I 
119 Third St. 272-8779 
\1()11-Tliur, (1 a 111 · I() p m , Fri (, ,1.111 - 9 pm. 
S,ll 7 a m - 7 p 111 . Sun 9 a.111 - 7 p m 
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IOP unites with OMA 
iri stUdent affairs ·office 
Continued. from page 1 
Jennifer Ng and junior Maria De La Cruz 
also served on the committee. 
Miller said Ng and De La Cnu. were not 
able to be active on the committee be,i;ausc of 
their academic schedule, but commended Var-
gas and Cooper for their contributions. 
When Richardson assumes his position in 
April, he will report to John B. Oblak, vice 
president of student affairs and campus life. 
In the meantime, Oblak said his office and 
the provost's office will cover the work done 
by OMA. Former Interim Director Vclc1. 
will also be watching over the office. 
"I think of myself a~ a kind of caretaker, 
while the new director is in the process of com-
ing aboard," he said. 
Cluuiges abound in tlze OMA 
In addition to overseeing the OMA, 
Richardson will run the Ithaca Opportunity 
Program, which, like OMA, has been sepa-
rated from Associate Provost Tanya Saunders' 
special programs office and incorporated into 
the Office of Student Affairs and Campus Life. 
The OMA, originally called the Office of 
Minority Affairs, was created within the Of-
fice of Student Affairs and Campus Life in 
June 1992. It was moved under special pro-
grams in the provost's office in September 
1996, when Saunders took over that office. 
Oblak said the OMA's return to student 
affairs was appropriate. He stressed that OMA 
has always had a strong relationship with his 
office, because both offices attempt to reach 
out and assist students with programming. 
"Wherever OMA is going to be, it is go-
ing to have to be involved with the student 
affairs division," he said. "It fits with the pro-
gramming concepts; it fits with the idea of 
the office." 
Spann said he was overwhelmed by all 
the changes to the OMA and IOP offices. 
"It seems like so much to do at once," he 
said. "We were just in the process of lind-
ing an OMA director, then the IOP director 
left, and now this. If [the administratmn] had 
waited and taken things slower, they might 
have gotten a better perspective." 
Oblak maintains that the resignation ol 
Gregory in May, and of former Opportuni-
ty Programs Director Ethel David 111 De-
cember, presented an opportunity to mal-.e 
changes to the OMA and IOP program~ 
StudenL-; involved with the IOP, HEOP and 
OMA programs have expressed concerns that 
the move might create a rift between the IOP 
and HEOP students. 
Saunders said the move should in~tead re-
duce competition between offices and in-
crease opportunity for students. 
"We will work together to not duplicate 
services but come together and say 'OK. 
what arc the resources that together we can 
offer, not only to students.we currently serve 
because they arc program students, but what 
could we do to expand what we offer to ad-
ditional students?'" she said. 
One goal Saunders said she had was to 
make this the beginning of a large partnership 
between all special programs at the college. 
'Tm hoping that the offices that we call spe-
cial programs, like International Programs, first 
year programs, academic support services for 
students with disabilities - all that, a-; well 
as HEOP- will sec themselves ac; resources 
for each other," she said. 
Search underway for HEOP director' 
'The HEOP office will remain under special 
programs with Margaret Adams, assistant di-
rector of opportunity programs and academic 
services coordinator, acting as interim dirc<:-
tor this semester. A search committee is cur-
rently being formed. 
Saunders said she hopes a new director will 
be in place by June I, or August at the late~!. 
·FILMS· 
Presents ... 
Friday, Jan. 21 (7 PM, 9:30 PM, midnight) 
Saturday, Jan. 22 (9:30 PM) 
Sunday, Jan. 23 (Z PM) 
Tuesday, Jan. 25 (S PM) 
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Cancer claims professor Senior dies suddenly 
Collins succumbs 
to len~hy illness 
Don Edward Collins, 53, associate 
professor of accounting and management 
information systems at Ithaca College, 
died on Dec. 20, 1999 at the Hospicare 
residence after a year-long battle with 
cancer. 
He was born on Aug. I, 1946 in Akron, 
Ohio, son of the late Chauncey Collins 
and Jean Richards Collins. 
In 1985 he joined the accounting fac-
ulty of the School of Business at the col-
lege. He was a tenured associate 
professor. 
Before coming to Ithaca College, he 
was a financial analyst in the International 
and Finance Division of NCR Corp. and 
worked as a staff accountant for Arthur 
Andersen and Co. 
In 1975 he became an assistant profes~ 
sor at Franklin University. He worked 
there for more than IO years and was both 
a department chairperson and president of 
faculty council. 
In 1983 he became the first recipient 
of the College of Business Faculty 
Excellence Award in recognition of his 
outstanding teaching. 
While he was teaching here at Ithaca 
College; he co-authored several publica-
tions; two of them received professional 
honors. In 1990 one of his publications 
was awarded the Coopers-Lybrand Silver 
Medal, and in 1989 the other was chosen 
as the best theory paper at the 
International Business Schools Computer 
COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR Don Edward Collins, accounting, helps Apa Maria 
Consuegra '98 with her work. Collins died on Dec. 20 after a battle with cancer. 
Users Group Annual Meeting. 
In the time Business School Dean 
Robert Ullrich knew Collins, he said he 
was very fond of him. 
"In the short time I worked with him, I 
developed a great respect for him," 
Ullrich said. "He always did the right 
thing, and he gave everything his best 
shot. While he was in the hospital, I was 
impressed with the spirit and courage he 
exhibited every time I saw him." 
Ullrich added that- the college is plan-
ning on naming one of its computer labs 
after Collins. · 
He is survived by his wife, Linda 
Robinson Collins; five children, Molly 
Collins of Ithaca, Joshua Collins of 
Durango, Colo., Erin Collins of 
Columbus, Ohio, Katie Collins and Adam 
Collins of Galena, Ohio; a stepdaughter, 
Rebecca Lifton of Ithaca; a brother, Dave 
"Skip" Collins of Troy, Ohio;· a sister, 
Beverly Fulkman of Treasure Island, Fla.; 
and numerous nieces, nephews and 
cousins. 
He was remembered at a celebration of 
his life on Jan. 8 at the Chapel, Anabel 
Taylor Hall. 
There will be a memorial service held 
for Collins on Feb. 11 at 2:30 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Portions of this obituary appeared in 
the Ithaca Journal on Dec. 24. 
Dennis M. Zirbel Jr., 25, of 409 N. Cayu-
ga SI., Ithaca, died unexpectedly Friday, . 
Dec. 24, 1999. 
He wa~ horn March 4, 1974 m Auburn, 
N. Y., a son of Dennis and Holley (Wood) 
Zirbel of Genoa, N. Y. 
A life-long Genoa area resident, he was 
a 1992 graduate of Southern Cayuga Cen-
tral School. 
Upon his high school graduation he en-
listed in the military and proudly served his 
country in the Marine Corps., where he had 
been stationed mainly at Camp Lejeune, 
N.C. Following his term of enlistment, he 
attended Cayuga Commumty College, 
and was presently a student at Ithaca Col-
lege, working to earn a degree m bu~iness 
finance. He had been employed for a peri-
od of time with the Heights Cafe in Itha-
ca and was the trea<;urer of the Business Fi-
nance Club at the college. 
He is survived by his parents; a sister, 
Michelle Zirbel and her companion, Mark 
Conner, of Genoa; a brother, Michael and 
his companion, Kristi Costello, of 
Auburn; maternal grandmother, Rose M. 
Wood and her friend, Ed DeRocco of Sum-
merfield, Fla.; paternal grandmother, 
Shirley Zirbel of Arcadia, Fla.; niece and 
nephew, Maureen and Nicholas Conner of, 
Genoa; his companion, Danielle Andrews 
of Ithaca; and many aunts, uncles and 
cousins. 
Funeral services were held Dec. 29, 1999 
at the United Church of Genoa. Spring bur-
ial will be in Genoa Rural Cemetery. 
A memorial service will be held at Itha-
ca College on Jan. 25 at 7 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. Anyone interested in helping to plan· 
the memorial service can attend a meeting 
on Jan. 20 at 12: 10 p.m. on the fourth floor 
of Smiddy. 
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Select Campus· Safety Log Incidents Dec.3, 1999-Jan.10, 2000 
Dec.6 
• Criminal tampering 
location: Bogart Hall - first floor 
Summary: Fire extinguisher discharged in 
laundry room sometime 
over the weekend. Patrol Officer R. Dirk 
Hightchew. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Person reported that the front 
passenger's side window was smashed 
out while parked in Z-lot. Report taken. 
Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Z-lot 
Summary: Visitor reported driver's side 
rear tire was slashed on vehicle while 
parked in z-lot. Tire valued at $100. Report 
taken. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Vehicle & traffic violation 
Location: S-lot - red section 
Summary: Report of damage to vehicle 
which occurred sometime on Dec. 30. 
Damage consisted of chipped paint and 
scratches to the rear bumper. Report 
taken. Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
• Larceny-$50 
location: Campus Center - French 
Quarter Cafe 
Summary: Display items taken from 
French Quarter Cafe. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Dec. 7 
• Follow-up 
location: Campus safety 
Summary: Two students referred judicially 
for damage that occurred in Holmes Hall 
on Dec. 5. Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins. 
Dec.a 
• Grand Larceny- $3,000 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Report of a laptop computer 
being taken from residence hall room 
between 8: 15 and 8:45 a.m. Item was 
valued at $3,300. Report taken. Patrol 
Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• larceny - $50 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Person reported November 
1 999 theft of $20 in cash from a residence • 
hall room. Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins. 
• Larceny - $50 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Report of CD's taken from a 
room in September 1999. Patrol Officer 
Dawn Caulkins. 
• Larceny - $50 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Report of theft of personal items 
taken from a room around fall break Patrol 
Officer Dawn Caulkins. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Student reported receiving 
harassing telephone calls. Patrol Officer 
Kevin Cowen. 
•MVA 
Location: F-lot 
Summary: Report of car being hit by 
another vehicle while parked on campus. 
Information with other driver exchanged. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
Dec.9 
•MVA 
Location: J-lot - lower 
Summary: Truck rolled out of space and hit 
another vehicle. Patrol Officer Terry 
O'Pray. 
Dec. 10 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Job hall 
Summary: Possible attempted break-in 
during the night. Damage to door and door 
frame. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Larceny- $50 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: License plate taken from back 
of vehicle and front plate bent. Patrol 
Officer Kevin Cowen. 
• Parking problem 
Location: G-lot - circle 
Summary: Report of large 55-passenger 
bus stuck in grass on G-lot circle. Grounds 
persons responded, bus was towed from 
circle by JR's towing service. Damage was 
done to ground area. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock. 
• Larceny - $50 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: License plates removed from 
several vehicles parked on campus. Patrol 
Officer Kevin Cowen. 
Dec.11 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Terrace 10 
Summary: Odor of marijuana coming from 
room. Two students referred judicially for 
marijuana. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Marijuana found in vehicle 
during vehicle stop. One student to be 
referred judicially for marijuana. Patrol 
Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Property 
Location: Emerson Hall - ground floor 
Summary: Computer equipment found on 
ground floor of residence hall. Stored in 
evidence locker. 
• Larceny- $50-$199 
Location: J-lot - upper 
Summary: Rim-style hubcaps stolen from a 
vehicle. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Criminal mischief 
location: West Tower - substation road 
Summary: Street lights broken at the 
intersection of substation and Gannett 
Center and at the stairwell on substation 
road near the footbridge. Service request 
filed. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Aggravated hat~ment 
Location: Garden Apartments 
Summary: Female subject received 
harassing phone call of a sexual nature. 
Report taken. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Dec.12 
• Public lewdness 
Location: Terrace 11 - firelane 
Summary: Student to be referred judicially 
for public urination. Security Officer Donald 
Lyke. 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Noise complaint reported. 
Group of persons told to disperse. One 
student arrested for marijuana possession 
and referred for judicial action. Patrol 
Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Criminal mischief 
L0cation: Terrace 12 
Summary: Person reported individual{s) 
entered room sometime between 1 :30 and 
2:05 a.m. and sprayed beer and shaving 
cream throughout room. Patrol Officer 
Fred Thomas. 
• Larceny - $50-$199 
Location: M-lot 
Summary: Officers observed a male 
stealing hubcaps from a parked vehicle. 
Subject fled campus by vehicle when 
confronted. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Town Court 
Summary: Non-student arrested for the 
attempted theft of hubcaps in M-lot earlier 
this date and for the theft of hubcaps in J-
lot on Dec. 11. Subject charged with 
possession of stolen property and multiple 
vehicle and traffic law violations. 
Dec.13 
• Medical assist 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Medical assist for a student with 
a hand injury. Transported to Health Center. 
• Aggravated harassment 
00 \nciden, Co 
~If- ~ ~ ~,!. Bras Alert Dec. 6 - Jan. 16 
: ~ 
en GI nec.12 
~ : : • Harrassing 
t' ,/ phone call 
~., ~s Location: 
<1tea lnc"tde(\\ cJJ Terraces 
Campus Safety 
Officers responded to a complaint from 
a resident in the Terraces. This person 
reported that he had received about 15 
harassing phone calls during the 
semester of a homophobic nature and 
had just received another one. 
He also reported that shortly after the 
telephone call, three males were outside 
of the residence hall making loud . 
homophobic remarks and other obscene 
remarks. The victim was unable to 
recognize the voice of the telephone 
caner from the males outside the 
residence hall. The investigation of this 
matter is continuing. 
Io rq)()rt ,1 hi,1, rl'l.itl'cf im icfl'nl, t.ill C.1111pu, S,11l'1~ ,1t 27-t-:U.U 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Person reported receiving 
harassing messages on answering 
machine. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
Oec.14 
• Parking problem 
Location: E-lot 
Summary: Report of vehicle with fraudulent 
parking decal. Vehicle towed from campus. 
Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Campus Safety 
Summary: Student referred for judicial 
action for the use and possession of a 
fraudulent parking permit in E-lot earlier 
this date. 
• Issue bad check 
Location: Job Hall - Bursar's Office 
Summary: Report of numerous bad checks 
written to the college by same person. 
Oec.15 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Three students to be referred 
judicially for the possession of marijuana. 
Report taken. Patrol Officer R. Dirk 
Hightchew. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: One student to be referred 
judicially for aggravated harassment for a 
prank phone call reported on Dec. 14. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Backpack reported missing 
earlier this date was located by a friend 
and given to the RD of Terrace 9. All items 
were located in the backpack. 
• Follow-up 
Location: All other 
Summary: Non-student located and 
arrested on several bad check charges 
reported on Dec. 14. Arraigned in town 
court and remanded to the Tompkins 
County Public Safety Building. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 4 
Summary: Report of a keg party in room. 
Keg confiscated and four students to be 
referred for alcohol policy violation. Patrol 
Officer Fred Thomas. 
Dec.16 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Center for Health Sciences 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detectornear room 410. Cause of 
activation was burned food. Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
• Aggravated harassment 
location: Job Hall 
Summary: Employee reported receiving 
harassing phone calls earlier this date. Sgt. 
Tom Dunn. 
• Larceny -$200 
Location: Campus Center - catering office 
Summary: Two punch fountains taken from 
"soda room.· Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
• Suspicious odor 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Report of an odor of marijuana 
coming from student's room. One student 
referred judicially for use of incense. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Larceny- $50 
Location: J-1ot - upper 
Summary: From Dec. 14 to Dec. 16, 
several reports were filed regarding license 
plates taken from vehicles while parked on 
campus. Sgt. Tom Dunn. 
Dec.17 
• Public lewdness 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: One student referred for judicial 
action for urinating in a hallway. Student was 
also referred for providing false infonnatipn 
to officers. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
Dec.18 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Boothr<?yd Hall 
Summary: Report of a pile of ash 
smoldering outside south entrance of 
residence hall. Officer determined 
unknown individuals had burned several 
books. Extinguisher used. IFD notified of 
incident. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Information 
Location: Terrace 12 - first floor 
Summary: Person reported an individual 
attempted to take a fraternity composite 
from the first floor. One student referred 
for judicial action for attempted larceny. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Hilliard Hall - west exit 
Summary: Report that the center door 
frame was detached from door, making 
door insecurable. Patrol Officer John 
Federation. 
•MVA 
Location: Route 96b - near main entrance 
Summary: Assist state police with report of 
a car in ditch on route 96b. Vehicle towed 
from scene. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Campus Safety - basement 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector in basement. 
Activation in women's locker room due to 
dust. IFD notified and no response 
necessary. Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
Dec. 21 
• Larceny - $q{) 
location: Tower Club 
Summary: Staff member reported the theft 
of money from staff area. 
Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins. 
Dec.23 
• Assist other agency 
Continued on the next page 
Key 
ABC - Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMG - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
recs - Ithaca College Campus Safety 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department· 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - motor vehicle accident 
RA - resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V&T -vehicle and traffic violation 
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Continued from the previous page 
Location: All other - West King Road 
Summary: Assist Tompkifls County 
Sheriff's Department with a two-car 
property damage accident at West King 
Road and Stone Quarry Road. Report 
taken. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
Oec.30 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by workers 
spraying hot water in the stairwell for the 
elevator. IFD was notified and responded. 
IFD ordered a system reset. Report taken. 
Patrol Officer R. Dirk Hightchew. 
Dec. 31. 
• Fire alarms 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Activation caused by a 
contractor. Patrol Officer R. Dirk Hightchew. 
Jan.1 
• Disorderly conduct 
Location: Coddington Road and Garden 
Apartment road 
Summary: Two males arrested after 
obstructing traffic by standing in the 
roadway and removing their clothes. Patrol 
Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Jan.3 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: Smiddy Hall 
Summary: Reported damage to computer 
and other office equipment. Damage caused 
by water leak. Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. 
Jan.4 
• Vehicle & traffic violation 
Location: J-lot 
Summary: Vehicle stopped in J-lot and 
found to have suspended registration and 
license and altered motor vehicle 
registration sticker. Traffic tickets issued 
and vehicle towed from campus. Patrol 
Officer Kevin Cowen. 
Jan.6 
• Suspicious odor 
Location: West Tower - Cornell Federal 
Credit Union 
Summary: Report of a burning smell 
coming from an unknown source. Odor 
determined to be from an overheated 
computer monitor. Computer was 
unplugged. CFCU will contact its computer 
specialist. Report taken. Life Safe 
Inspector Doug Gordner. 
• Suspicious circum~tance 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Staff member reported hearing a 
suspicious noise from a room. Room 
checked later and was found locked and 
unoccupied. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock. 
• Assist other agency 
Location: Route 96b - near main entrance 
Summary: Caller requested an officer 
check 96b near the main entrance for a 
deer in the road. Injured deer was located 
and dispatched by officer. Tompkins 
Count_y Sheriff's Department notified. 
Jan. 7 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Terrace 9 - ground floor east 
Summary: Fire alarm activated by smoke 
detector. Activation determined to be 
caused by dust from a custodian cleaning. 
IFD notified and ordered reset. 
Life Safe Inspector Ronald Clark. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Campus Center - park Lounge 
Summary: Report that a visitor to campus 
1Nl~~©Wl@l 
™1@~~ ~(~J])l'\£@'1' 
The Health Center Offers ... 
X-Rays 
Outreach 
Med-I-Car 
Counseling 
HIV Testing· 
Primary Care 
Infirmary Care 
Medication Room 
Flu Vaccinations 
Referral Services 
: Allergy Injections 
Laboratory Monitoring 
Peer Nutrition Counseling 
Birth Control and Gyn Exams 
24-hour health care 
Appointments or walk-in 
274-3177 
g a.m. to 4 p.m. Monda~ - Frida~ 
tripped on a chair 1n the Clark lounge and 
rniured left ankle. Ice was applied. No other 
action taken. Life Safe Inspector Ronald 
Clark 
Jan.10 
• Trespass 
Location. Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: An unknown person entered a 
studio on Jan. 7, and moved items around on 
professor's desk. Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen 
To view the complete Campus Safety 
Log, log on to www.ithaca.edu/ithacan. 
New system tested 
BY KATE HILTS 
St~t·c1_q_l .!'_:!!.i~c1s_Ma11ar.:~·r _ 
TI1e Registrar's Office ha, started seek-
ing out students to test the online regi~-
tration system as part of the ongoing push 
to replace open registration with online 
registration. 
In September, the Registrar's Office 
had announced plans to at-
tempt using online registration 
by April. However, slow de-
velopment of the system has 
made the deadline fall 2000. 
Reg1!>trar John Stanton 
!>aid th,· !>tudcnt~ will he trying 
out the ,ystem, which will be-
come available for registration 
for the spring 200 I semester. 
Meanwhile. student testers 
1t better ... Stanton ~aid 
On Sunday. 1.380 ~tudent~ attended 
open reg1~trat1on, which rank, a, the low-
eq attendance m the college\ h1~tory. 
Stanton said 
He ~aid the attendance ha~ decreased 
each year, but reached 1t~ all- time 1cm 
thi~ seme~ter 
Students who attended open reg"tra-
tion this year ~aid onlmc reg-
istration would be more con-
venient. 
Semor Matt Ruhe ,aid he 
waited m line for about three 
hours to get h1~ cla~~e~. 
Although he said he got the 
c las~e~ he needed, he ~aid he 
\VOuld have preferred not 
have to walk to the Ben Light 
Gymnasium m the freenng 
will work with the office to 
give initial feedback on the sys-
STANTON weather to ,1gn up for h1~ 
classes. 
tem and suggest system unprovements be-
fore it hits the student population as a 
whole. 
"We will work with them and they will 
be working with the system~ giving us 
their ideas and what is good and what is 
not so good about it and just kind of giv-
ing us some things to change and make 
Sophomore Susan Mew,e said ~he had 
to wait about 15 minutes to sign up for 
her classes, but agrees with Ruhe and said 
online registration would be more con-
venient. 
Students interested in testing the sys-
tem can apply at the Registrar's Office. 
located in Job Hall by Jan. 21 at 4 p.m. 
ROY H. PARK SCHOOL Of 
COMMUNICATIONS 
2000-2001 SCHOLARSHIPS 
Applications for 2000-2001 
scholarships will be available 
in the Dean's Office, Park 311, 
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 1, 2000. 
The deadline for returning completed 
applications is 
4 p.m. on Wednesday, March 1, 2000. 
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A letter from the editor 
Earlier this month, Steve Case, the chief executive 
officer of America Online, reached an agreement with 
Time Warner, to form a huge media conglomerate 
that is likely to shape the future of the Internet and the 
media for quite some time. 
With the help of AOL. Time Warner's media 
companies - Time magazine, Sports Illustrated and 
CNN among them - will change the way competitors 
operate on the Web. The deal shows the power of the 
· Internet and its influence as a new medium. 
' At The Ithacan, no such deals are planned, but 
. expanding our Internet presence is also a top priority. 
In fact, beginning today, for the first time in its history, 
the Ithaca College community will have a provider of 
campus news on a daily basis. 
The newspaper that has brought weekly coverage 
to the campus for 67 years is now expanding to offer 
updates on news and sporting events as well as a 
host of other features that will not be found in the print 
version. 
It is an effort to keep pace with the national trend 
and also an important venture for a few other 
reasons. First, as the main source of information on 
this campus, The Ithacan will now be able to pro-Jide 
more coverage to better educate the community 
about the happenings and issues here. It will also 
allow Ithacan staff to experience daily journalism and 
reporting for a much larger audience, two things that 
cannot be taught in the classroom. 
The expansion of The Ithacan Online (www.ith-
aca.edufrthacan) comes four years after the Web site 
was launched. Since then, the site has included all of 
the contents of the newspaper, and is a popular 
resource for alumni and parents who want to keep 
informed about the college. Now it will become a tool 
for the campus community to use to keep in touch 
with everyday events. 
In an effort to make the Web site and the 
newspaper more user-trie~ and visually appealing, 
the print and online Ithacan have undergone some 
design changes for two fresh, new looks. 
Last semester's addition of national and 
international news on Page 2 will continue along with 
the calendar on the back page. New this semester in 
Accent is a weekly column from staff writer Jeff Miller, 
who is spending the semester in London. These new 
features provide valuable information and are a t1reat 
asset. 
As was the case in the fall semester, members of 
the lthacan's editorial and executive board's will 
continue to debate journalistic ethics and discuss our 
coverage of the news. Even though The Ithacan is a 
source of information for this community, it is also the 
training ground for many students. To become better 
journalists, The Ithacan will increase its efforts to 
reach out to members of the community to talk about 
ways of improving the quality of our journalism. 
It looks to be an exciting semester, with the 
potential for some great new opportunities. I hope to 
see anyone interested in joining the Ithacan staff at 
our recruitment event, tonight at 8:30 in the Park 
Auditorium. /J .J, / P ...b-b 
{<A' ~t[r in Chief 
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Letters 
Distinguished chair 
editorial was off-base 
Are you people insane? In the editorial 
from your Dec. 9 edition, you assert that if 
we spent funding from the Roy H. Park 
School of Communication on hiring a 
"respected professional," our school 
would achieve a new glory. Huh? 
lfwe had P.J. O'Rourke orCokie 
Rob~rts as a distinguished chair, this 
would fix the innate problems of the Roy 
H. Park School of Communications? 
Ignoring the fact that both are anti-
intellectual, what would or could they do 
that would be beneficial to Park students? 
Would they be there so you can ask your 
bLiddies, "Hey guess who we have 
working at our school?!" 
Here's an idea: How about using that 
money to funnel something into IOP, so 
we actually have some non-white people 
in the Park School? Trust me, if we had 
some minority representation, we would 
get all of the changes you assert a truly 
"distinguished" professional would 
provide. 
How about writing an editorial on the 
inherent racism at this college, its 
preaching of"diversity awareness," but 
cumplete disinterest in recruiting • 
minorities to this school? Why is The 
Ithacan so scared of talking about race? 
Instead, we get sensationalized front page 
story blow-ups on Fountain Day debates 
or the "parking problem." 
So wake up. Please. Reading your 
paper this last semester has been like 
eating military K Rations - boring, flat, 
and tasteless. I am really tired of wasting 
the time it takes to bend over and pick one 
up under the leering smile of O'Rourke in 
the Park School. 
THOM DENICK '00 
Wellness Program 
not welcoming to all 
We name things correctly at Ithaca 
College. If a name is wrong, we change it. 
We no longer have "dorms" here; we have 
residenceltalls, because students do not 
just sleep in these buildings. We don't 
have an Office of Minority Affairs because 
there are many minorities, not one, so we 
have an Office of Multicultural Affairs. 
We need to rename another program. 
Ithaca College has a Wellness Program. 
Given the till~, you would think the 
program would promote good health. 
Well, not quite. _ 
In one week back in 1992, I was 
diagnosed as a non-insulin dependent 
diabetic and rejected by the Ithaca College 
Wellness Program. My doctor said that I 
should try to control my diabetes with diet 
and exercise. I found I could not get help 
with either of these from the Wellness 
Program, because diabetics are excluded. 
Today, I am still trying to control my own 
diabetes with diet and exercise, but I also 
have to take two different kinds of oral 
medication. Other wellness programs 
include diabetics. When the folks at the 
Cornell Wellness Program heard my story, 
they laughed derisively. 
I call on everyone in the Ithaca College 
community to join me in demanding that 
the Wellness Program be renamed. It 
should be called the IC Buffness Program. 
JIM MICA 
Assistant Director of Admission 
for Research and Information 
Student body president 
must act on challenge 
After reading your eloquent speech, 
President Tarant (The Ithacan, Nov. 18), I 
am still not convinced that Fountain Day 
has to go. 
While pulling out statistic after mind-
numbing statistic of what happens at this 
school every year on our last day of 
classes, you conveniently forget to 
mention what happens at nearly ever other 
school in this country on the last day of 
school: the same thing. 
The one difference I have noticed is 
that other schools seem to have a handle 
on their festivities. I know for a fact that 
Union College, Elmira College, and Le 
Moyne all have a structured day(s) with 
which to keep their students occupied. 
Union, for instance, has an outdoor music 
festival headlined by a semi-big name 
band along with a fireworks display; 
basically cool stuff to do and see. 
While alcohol is still a large part of the 
festivities at Union, it's not what the whole 
day is centered around. Conversely, here al 
Ithaca, nearly every students goal, 
including mine, will be to get up at eight 
in the morning, get drunk, and have a great 
time watching the seniors jump into the 
fountains. After that, I wonder what there 
will be left to do. 
I'm sure that with those handy 
statistics by his side, President Tarant can 
tell us what we have done in the past. So I 
challenge you, Nick Tarant, as the student 
body president to really try to do 
something for our last day of class, besides 
fake-Fountain Day for the privileged few. 
Besides, right now, with the situation 
you've helped create, there won't even be 
an hour break in the middle of the day to . 
slow the drinking down. The result? More 
freaking statistics for next year's president 
to pull out on us. 
Thanks a lot, Mr. President. 
RYAN WHITE '01 
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Batt~g ~gain~t domestic violence: 
Turn,the attention toward victims 
When we.see an upsetting scenario on 
television or in the movies, we often debate 
how we WQuld handle it or say that the 
circumstances would never happen to 
ourselves. By intellectualizing the violence 
to whic~ we are exposed and focusing solely 
on impersonal issues, we arc protected from 
the painful reality of the victim. 
The result is a world where victims of 
domestic violence arc blamed, ridiculed and 
often abandoned by family, friends and 
officials. The ignorance surrounding family 
violence must be diminished through 
Joe (}ervase 
Guest Writer 
education and the 
development of 
strong support 
systems on both 
interpersonal and 
institutional levels. 
The family is a 
very private subject, 
and what goes on in 
the home is 
nobody's business. 
-· Shame and isolation 
·allows abuse to 
continue unscathed. 
Ironically, it seems 
to be everyone's 
business how a woman's marriage starts and 
progre.sses. The pressure to keep the family 
together does not leave much support for 
women trying to escape an abusive partner. 
Though it is the most loving institution, 
the family is the third most violent in our 
culture, only behind criminal justice and the 
military when at war. We are taught "stranger 
danger," and women are often criticized for 
not being careful enough. 
However, women of all ages arc at greatest 
risk W~!l they are "home safe," and the 
incidence of injury is sig-nificantly higher when 
attacked by a partner. About three-fourths of 
the million and a half women assaulted per 
year arc injured, many on several occasions. 
AARON J. MASON/THE ITHACAN 
COUNSELING CENTER DIRECTOR David Spano and administrative assistant Bes 
Schomacker converse in the center's office, located on the ground floor of the Hammond 
Health Center. The center offers free, confidential support to victims of domestic violence. 
Contrary to popular belief, abuse occurs 
across the board in virtually all divisions of 
class, race, ethnicity, age, education level and 
religious beliefs. 
Humans learn from the results of 
interactions with an environment. Compiling 
this knowledge, we attempt to anticipate the 
outcome of our actions. If the presumption is 
repeatedly right, we become more confident; if 
the-outcome is different from our expectations 
of several attempts, we begin to believe the 
situation is out of our control, and the victim 
may then experience anxiety and depression. 
A pattern soon develops, causing these 
feelings in a battered worn.an. The cycle of 
battering may vary in length, but does consist 
of three distinct stages. A tension building 
stage, acute battering incident, and loving 
and contrite stage are all components of the 
cycle that battered women endure. 
Victims of domestic violence still struggle 
to break the abuse cycle in which they often 
feel trapped. Studies have concluded it takes 
between seven and ten attempts to leave a 
battering relationship successfully. 
The roles that society teaches us must be 
changed to develop and empower 
interpersonal and institutional support. We 
must learn to help victims escape violence 
and not encourage them to t~ and fix or deal 
with their situation. 
Joe Gervase is a junior Spanish and 
sociology major who is participating in work-
study with the Tompkins County Task Force for, 
Battered ™'1men. 
Debates and commentaries will appear In this spot each week. To have your voice heard, call Opinion Editor Aaron Mason at 274-3208. 
lfhacan nqu1rer 
Katie Sims 
Music Education '01 
"To live life to its fullest." 
;-·,··_: 
: -~~ never make one bepause it will 
?~ ~n. It's Just something 
;/)'OU-., for a month." 
Brian Kennedy 
Physical Therapy '03 
--~-.:·\~\t,_\: .. :-:'>f:F~?it~ .:f;,):::~ff:~'.ti~,; ,:/i:'.,'": ·_' 
Vf.~~is yo~tj,ew Ye~;,~esolut~~-~? 
....... ~ ..... :·: t... . --~' 
"To gain enllg~Ji; 
through splrftuall~-·: iI 
Ernest Serrano 
Applied Economics '00 
Danie Taylor 
Journalism '02 
"'To make the Dean's List." 
Photos by Aaron J. Mason and Melissa Thornley 
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MATT 
BONATTI 
lrhararz 
Columm.11 
The three C's 
of registration 
Cramped. Confused. Chaotic 
These arc the three C's of 
open registration here at good 
ol' Ithaca College. If you were 
one of those individuals who 
were fortunate enough to have 
hecn able to avoid Sunday·~ 
open registration, consider 
yourself rather lucky. I think 
that I now know exactly what 
cattle feel like when they arc 
herded into a pen before they arc 
brought to ~laughter - long 
lines, no room to move and a 
final destination that 1s certainly 
not goint to entail a pleasurable 
experience. 
I wonder if there is the same 
free-for-all at the Registrar's 
office when the student 
schedules arc first put together. 
Do you think that it is possible 
that all the employees arrive at 
the Registrar's office hours 
before it actually opens, and 
then run around frantically 
trying to put together each 
student's schedule? No, 
obviously not, but that would be 
pretty funny and it would at 
least make the hours that many 
of us wasted Sunday morning 
somewhat worth the trpuble. 
There must be a better way to 
handle open registration. 
Something, anything that would 
make the whole process a little 
bit more organized than ii has 
been for as long as any of us has 
been attending school here. 
Don't get me wrong, because 
personally I love waiting in 
endless lines along with all the 
other !itudcnts like me who don't 
want to be there wasting their 
morning, but still deep down in 
my heart I know that this is just 
me and things need to change in 
order to benefit the entire Ithaca 
College-community. 
One has to wonder how much 
longer this will continue. 
According to Registrar John 
Stanton, the entire open 
registration process should he 
completely done away with by 
spnng of next year. Earlier th1~ 
week, he said that regi~iration 
should hopefully be onlme hy 
the start of next sernc~ter. 
For students and faculty, 1lrn, 
is definitely a big step m the 
nght direction. Online 
registration would certainly 
make everything a whole lo! 
easier on everyone involved and 
would save a lot of time 
However, 1f you recall last 
year, Stanton was abo quoted m 
tlm paper as ~aying that there 
would he no open registration 
after the fall 1999 semester -
~o 11 now appears only tune will 
!ell. 
If the rroce~s wa-. 10 ~tay the 
same as 11 1~. perhap~ everything 
~hould he conducted al open 
rcg1strat1on m order of seniority. 
Senior~ would he le! mto the 
gym first followed by Juniors 
and so on and so forth. 
I th111k this would mal.e a lo! 
more scn~c and probably make 
thing~ run JUst a little bi! 
smoother 
Matt Bonatti is a sophomore 
television-radio major. 
Check out more comics 
Read local cartoonist 
Eddie Domaingue's "IC" 
The Ithacan -• 
"' (' . 
on the Classified page. ~ . i ', 
,' '(' ' ' { • ' · .. J, 
DILBERT BY SCOTT ADAMS 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=---E--__-:_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~--o,--::==:=:=:=:=:=::=:::::, 
~ MY GOAL IS ONE ! MISTER DOGBER.T 
WILL BE CEO OF 
OUR FINANCIAL 
SUBSIDIARY. 
0 ~ 
@ MILLION VICTIMS il ~ IN THE FIR.ST ~ ,, 
~ YEAR. ----
~ 
r""'.:~~~==~==:::, E ---_ -_ -----_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ----. 
THIS INVESTMENT ~ HOW CAN I TELL ! 
COMBINES THE BEST @ IF THERE ARE ~ 
FEATURES OF AN ! HIDDEN FEES? ! 
ANNUITY PLUS A ~ j 
TWENTY-YEAR ~ YOU CAN PAY !f 
CAR LEASE. ME 1% PER 
r:::::=============:-7e 
WOt.J! THE DOGBERT 
INVESTMENT FUND 
HAS HIGHER FEES 
THAN ANY OTHER! 
8 
i 
@ 
~ 
• ,, 
i 
DOGBERT INVESTMENTS ~ 
r-:=================--10 
FOR A 1% ANNUAL 
FEE I WILL INVEST 
YOUR MONEY WITH 
A CERTIFIED 
FINANCIAL 
PLANNER. 
• @ 
~ 
. ,, 
i 
DOGBERT INVESTMENTS ~ 
so' YOU CHARGE A 
FEE EVERY YEAR 
EVEN IF YOU DO 
NOTHING? 
0 
. 
@ 
~ 
. ,, 
i 
DOG BERT INVESTMENTS ~ 
BEFORE I INVEST 
IN A STOCK, I 
TALK TO THE 
MANAGEMENT 
IN PERSON. 
0 
.. 
@ 
CD 
E 
.. 
il 
::: 
8 
.. 
YEAR TO 
ADVISE YOU. 
THAT'S HOW 
YOU CAN TELL 
IT'S THE BEST 
FUND. 
HE'LL CHARGE 1 % 
PER YEAR TO PUT 
YOUR MONEY IN 
MUTUAL FUNDS 
THAT CHARGE 1% 
PER '<EAR. 
IT TAKES YEARS 
OF TRAINING TO 
KNOW WHEN TO 
DO NOTHING. 
WHAT GOOD IS 
THAT? THEY'RE 
ALL HUGE LIARS . 
0 
C 
., 
~ 
u 
C 
>-
rn 
THEN I'll DO SOME 
CROSS-SELLING, 
WHICH I PREFER TO 
CALL "BAYONETTING 
THE SUR VIVO RS." 
WOULDN'T THAT BE 
LIKE PAYING A 
BURGLAR. TO GUARD 
MY HOUSE? 
WILL I 
I GUESS 
THAT 
MAKES 
SENSE. 
EXCUSE ME 
WHILE I 
l>..V\G. 
YES, I HAVE 
SUCKERS OF 
ALL TYPES. 
I DON'T 
SEE 'fOU 
DOING 
AN'< OF 
THE WORK. 
HERE'S 
MY BILL 
FOR NOT 
REMOVING 
YOUR 
TONSILS. 
YOU BELIEVE 
I REALL 'f 
TALK TO THEM, 
RIGHT? 
Thursday 
January 20, 2000 
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RUBES'" BY LEIGH RUBIN 
RUBES" By Leigh Rubin 
"'-- -- - ___ /....______ - / --... __ ,,,,----...,A, - " 
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RUBes· 
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_:;30 
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By Leigh Rubin 
c.-.,._..., 
CIIIILe,gflf\.csll 
"Hey, pal, look on the bright side. If for 
some reason the Wizard doesn't give you 
a heart you'd still be more then qualified 
to work for the I.R.S.!" 
RUBES" By Leigh Rubin 
IT ALL slAATWOJT 
50 INNOCENlLY...A FRIEND 
GAf:. ME A FEW CARDS 
~FREE.BuT~E I 
nc------1. KNE:W IT Iv.AS l-l<l)<ED 
AND I HAD 1b HAVE 
'EfrlALL' 
Afterschool Twelve Step programs 
To place a classified 
Please contact Maria 
Stavropoulos, classified 
manager, at 274-1618. 
Thursday 
January 20, 2000 
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Employment Spring Break 2000 Party all night, clothing optional 
Organize groups for 2 free trips 
lowest prices!! Cancun & Jamaica 
MTV'S Spring Break 
Headquarters '98 & '99 
Barbados, Bahamas, Padre, 
Florida. 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-462-7710 
IC BY EDDIE DOMAINGUE 
How Does $BOO/Week Extra 
Income sound to you? Amazingly 
profitable opportunity. Send self-
addressed stamped envelope to: 
Group Five 
6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-N 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS! 
Students earn $375/$575 weekly 
processing/assembling medical 
I.D. cards from your home. 
Experience unnecessary ... we 
train you! Call MediCard 1-541-
386-5290, ext. 300. 
Taxi Drivers. Immediate Work. 
Short Shifts and Good Money. 
Knowledge of area a plus. Call 
277-2842. N.Y. license required. 
HELP- WANTED PART TIME 
CALL 273-0034 BETWEEN 10 
A.M. AND 1 P.M .. WAIT STAFF 
AND KITCHEN NEEDED- PRO-
FESSIONAL, HARD WORKING, 
TEAM ORIENTED PERSONS 
NEEDED FOR UPSCALE 
CATERING COMPANY. 
Travel 
SPRING BREAK 2000! 
Bahamas; Jamaica, Florida. 
Call USA Spring Break for a free 
brochure, rates and ask how you 
can GO FOR FREEi ASK 
ABOUT OUR LAST MINUTE 
SPECIALS II 
1-888-777-4642 
www.usasprlngbreak.com 
For Rent 
FOR RENT 
Available June 1, 2000 
House For 7 People. 
2 1/2 Baths 
2 Kitchens, Washer/Dryer 
No Pets. 
273-3931 Or 272-1303. 
3+5 Bedrooms, Houses, and 
Apartments. Furnished, Laundry, 
Panting. Great Location. 272-3832. 
SOUTH HILL RENTALS PRIME 
LOCATIONS AT PROSPECT ST., 
HILLVIEW PL., AURORA ST. 
RENTING TO GROUPS 2-12 
PEOPLE FOR 2000-2001 
SCHOOL YR. CALL PETER OR 
KATHY MAUSON 273-5370. 
4 BDRM House Avail. August 2000 
2 full baths, fully carpeted, newly 
renovated, unfurnished or 
furnished, free washer and dryer, 
free off-street private parking, no 
pets, downtown. 273-6828. 
3 - 6 Bedroom Furnished Houses 
Close to IC. Call 273-4211. 
Continued on page 15 
All Students 
We are looking for students 
to work with us testing the 
New Online Registration System. 
Application Forms are available 
at the Registrar's Office - Job 220 
Deadline to apply 
Fri. Jan.- 21, 4 p.m. 
206 B. Dryden Rd. 
607-277-0373 
'"'"". counc flt rave I. com 
z CAFE DEWIT •II I I I u SUNDAY 10·2 
Z Crispy Corn fritters Lc:mon Soufflt Fancakt.s 
. 
Fannhou5e 1llt.ail.fast 
- Bt.rlex11ct 
. 
=:~~ 
with 8.readbaskl'l 
Roasted Garik: Potatoes 
• 
Chlcktn-Apple Sa.usages 
Specials Change Daily 
DEWITT MAU,ITHACA 
273-3473 
~fl, l'MDE:X 
yovtR E.l-lNt> 
DArE,AND 
yovtAR.EI 
WICKEDLY, MOWS 
MISERAf',L y, AP.OvtTS I 
t>EPkESSEt> _JL,\,51 CALL 
OH,AND EVIL yot-{ 
~f(. t!L 
f' 1 I ! f_ : • _, )' r_ I' ~ ' ; 
r : • ~ _,., r_,;.,, ~ t Ii. f 
I 
yot-1.·t.l f".£ 
DEAD F,£f ORE 
·rHE ~JIC1tt, 
IS OUT 
HOWWAS SHE;WAS SHE; K.l;;l>T 
YEAH,AND 
THE R.vtNNINC, TA';KIN<'., At'.OvtT THtRtARt 
MYSTl;;RY THE OLD HOWNOR,or,y NOONE 
APPR.ECIAlES ,HE DOES. REASONS :)0110 
1ALE;NTS OF PUNK. 
Acapulco-
Cancun 
Jamaica 
Bahama 
Cruises 
Florida 
Eurqpe 
SELL TRIPS 
EARN CASH 
GO FREE Ill 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING FOR 2000-2001! 
BEAUTIFUL TWO, THREE, FOUR, AND 
FIVE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
furnished, free parking, on-site laundry 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
Several rooms still available for spring :-.cmestcr 
2000 
Next to the Ithaca College Campu:-. 
607-277-1221 
Office hours: Monday through Friday 
8 -12 & 1- 5 
e.:.mail: collegecircle@clarityconnect.com 
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alextbook 
, • •C. }!! ... ,.tr .. '!-. 
0 0 -~:::·. ·-:.~ ~-·M • 
We realize we don't ha that at 
VarsityBooks.com we've 
also receive them in just o 
What more do you need to kno 
SAVE UP TO 40% 0 
Savings off d1stnbutor's suggested pnce. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some res . See site for details. 
••\ . 
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i e of the week 
' 
rewarding to know a, ne needs help, the 
aJwa someone there to ." 
. -5011ior Kate McCumber 
Thursday 
January 20, 2000 
Page 13 
Out 
phone calls 
learning 
Boris Yeltsin 
paychecks 
talk shows 
Mother Nature 
The People's Court 
Stone Cold 
Steve Austin 
Fountain Day last day 
of classes 
Key West 
horoscopes 
sandwiches 
Beanie Babies 
Wall street 
Bill 
cash 
big-budget films 
shopping in lines 
Beverly Hills 90210 
dance music 
buying CDs 
VHS 
charity 
Madonna 
Henna body art 
nice breath 
Capri 
boyfriends/girlfriends 
sun 
Alex Trebek 
Mark Naparstek 
San Francisco 49ers 
_i' 
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Aff nent Interns respond to rape crises 
BenGaib·el 
Therapeutic 
Recreation '00 
Hometown: Chicago, Ill. 
Accomplishment I am 
most proud of: Helping a 
4-year-old child with 
Down's Syndrome into a 
preschool classroom for 
his first time. 
What I'd be doing if I 
weren't here: Living 1n 
Israel, eating as much 
falafal and hummus as 
possible. 
Pet Peeve(s): When I'm 
freezing in a room with arr 
conditioning while it is 
warm outside. 
BY DEVON DAMS-O'CONNOR ter, or arc notified by pagers when 'J'.,% 
Accent Editor needed for a calL · '', 
---- - - -- -
Some !>tudenb sit around and 
worry about bad things happening, 
others set out to offer help when bad 
things happen. 
Both Senior Dave Justice and se-
nror Kate Mccumber held clinical 
~<x.:rology credit internship positions 
at Ithaca Rape Crrsi~ Center in 
downtown Ithaca la~t ~eme~tcr. 
They ,1oincd other volunteers, 
mostly from Ithaca College and 
Cornell University, 111 providing 
free and confidential counseling to 
victims of rape and sexual assault. 
Support services arc also offered to 
involved families and friends. 
··1 was fishmg around for an in-
ternship in sociology, talking with my 
advi~er, and this came up as one of 
the options," Justice said."As soon 
as I talked to Cat Tague, the educa-
tional director at the center, I knew 
I wanted to work there. She's really 
energetic and I knew I'd have fun 
while getting experience." 
"You really don't know what to 
expect," Justice said. "When the 
phone rings, the caller could he in 
immediate danger or just looking 
for infonnation, We're around for 
both," 
Mccumber has been on call for 
six shifts so far, hut has yet to re-
ceive any calls. 
"On one aspect, not getting any 
calls yet is good because maybe 
people don't need to call," Mc-
Cumber said. ''I'd rather have 
people not being in that situation." 
Counselors arc also available to 
meet callers in person. Tague said 
people who have been through a 
difficult situation sometimes feel 
more comfortable being able to see 
who is helping them. 
"Some people don't like it to be 
anonymous," Tague said. "It's still 
confidential in person, but some 
people really like that human 
quality. They need help dealing with 
the day to day after effects, and 
sometimes doing that in person is 
just more productive. There's a 
whole energy there when you can 
sec each other, and that helps." 
Things I can do without: 
Clubs, meat and television. 
Best word in the English 
language: dorg 
"In class you can read the 
books and you can have somebody 
lecture you, but it's not going to be 
the emotion you feel if someone is 
calling you for help," McCumber 
said. "I've always wanted to go into 
counseling of some sort, to talk to 
people and get them through a 
rough period. It's also a great staff 
to work with." 
Counselors will also accompa-
ny victims to the hospital or police 
station to help them sort through the 
emotional, legal and medical as-
pects of a recent rape or assault. 
KATIE SCHLEE/THE ITHACAN 
ITHACA RAPE CRISIS CENTER educational director Cat Tague 
answers a call at the center's office. The 24-hour hotline Is 277-5000. 
What TV show I don't 
miss: Sanford and Son 
Three things that can 
always be found in my 
refrigerator: Veggie burg-
ers, milk, chai 
Both male and female volunteers 
are trained by five professional cri-
sis staff members to become state-
certified counselors on the hotline, 
which takes about 40 to 45 hours. 
"If people choose to make a re-
port, we can provide accompani-
ment if they go to court, any kind 
of service they feel the need for 
within that, advocacy or accompa-
niment," Tague said. 
grams are tailored to fit the audience that like living in the same com-
they are intended for and contain in- munity as them? We talk a lot about 
formation on subtopics of rape and that on college campuses." 
sexual assault such as date-rape "It's rewarding to know that if 
drugs, safety measures-on campus, someone neeqs help, there is afways 
and the feelings victims might ex- someone there to talk to," Mc-
pect after an encounter. Cumber said. 
People might be sur-
prised to know that I: 
have no sense of direction. 
The volunteers then take one or two 
I 0- to 12-hour shifts when they arc 
on call for the hotline. They either 
answer phones directly at the cen-
Volunteers at the crisis center put 
together programs and presentations 
for resident assistants and area 
schools and groups. These pro-
"[A college student] may have Th.e center. itself is open from 
a situation wher_e the person who · 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for visits. The 
sexually assaulted them lives on the h9tline, 277-5000, is open 24 
floor below," Tague said. "What is hours. 
Help Wanted!"!! 
The senior class is looking for volunteers to help 
with Senior Week events or the Senior Class gift. 
Anyone with ideas for senior week or wishing to be 
involved in the planning and execution of this annual 
event is welcome. Work has already begun on this 
year's events, but additional help will make it much 
more successful. To become involved, contact the 
Senior Class officers at 274-1424 or visit us in our 
office in the Student Activities Center. In addition, 
anyone with ideas for the Senior Class gift or wishing 
to be a part of the Senior Class gift committee can 
contact us at the same number and location. As 
always, we welcome everyone to come join us at our 
Senior Class Cabinet meeting every Monday night at 7 
p.m. in the South Meeting Room. 
Senior Class Cabinet meeting!!! 
The next Senior Class Cabinet meeting will be 
held on Monday, Jan. 24, in the South Meeting Room 
at 7 p.m. The Senior Class officers invite any seniors 
looking to become involved or with a concern to join 
us each week to voice their opinion or contribute their 
efforts. 
www. ithac·a.ed.u/ithacan 
Log on today · 
There are hundreds of programs 
worldwide, and th·e Office of 
International Programs can help you piclc 
a program that meets your academic 
and personal needs and Interests. Malce 
an appointment· with the Assistant, 
Director for Study Abroad to learn more 
about international study, worlc and 
volunteer options. 
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
214 MULLER FACULJY CENTER 
274-3306 
,,-·_ 
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1999,ear in movies 
BY MARC GAFFEN 
Staff Writer 
'Tm mad as hell and I'm not 
going to take it anymore!" 
In 1976, fed-up news anchor 
Howard Beale screamed that line 
into the 1V sets of America in the 
award winning film "Network," and 
it became the battle cry for people 
who felt they had been pushed 
around too long. Now that phrase 
has risen from the ashes and become 
the underlining theme of '99. 
TI1e majority of films this year 
dealt with people that had reached 
the breaking point and decided to 
fight back. Average white-collar 
workers who where being bossed 
around in a life where image is 
everything had a voice in 
"American Beauty," "Office 
Space" and "Fight Club." 
The government and big busi-
ness fell under attack for having a 
monopolistic control of our lives in 
"South Park," "The Insider" and 
"Star Wars: The Phantom Menace." 
The rebellion against technology 
was fought in "The Matrix," while 
the war against being nonnal was 
raged in "Being John Malcovich," 
"Man on the Moon," "Notting 
Hill," "Superstar" and "The 
Talented Mr. Ripley." It was the' 
year of underdogs not only on the 
screen but also in the box office. 
The year began with the promise 
of "Star Wars" conquering the the-
On Haunted Hill" fialcd from the-
aters while low-budget sleepers 
like "The Blair Witch Project," 
"Stuart Little" and "The Sixth 
Sense" arc bringing people back 
into the theater for a second vicw-
mg. Moviegoers have decided to 
spend their $9 on films that not only 
feature great special effects but abo 
an interesting story. Expect ~everal 
sequels from this year's films ~uch 
as a trilogy from "The Matrix," and 
a prequel and sequel to "Blair 
Witch." 
The first century to feature film 
ha,; definitely ended on a high note. 
From "Birth of a Nation" to "The 
Matrix" the film experience has 
changed dramatically. With the 
advancement of computer graphics 
and a generation who has grown up 
on Spielberg and pop, who knows 
where the future will take us. 
Top of the year 
1. The Insider 
2. The Matrix 
3. The Sixth Sense 
4. Magnolia 
5. South Park: Bigger 
Longer and Uncut 
6. Election 
7. Being John Malcovich 
8. The Talented Mr. Ripley 
9. The Thomas Crown Affair 
1 ~- Blair Witch Project 
Classified 
Continued from page 11 
For Rent 
918 DANBY ROAD, 4 BED-
ROOM, FURNISHED, 3 BATHS, 
DISHWASHER, FIREPLACE, 
PARKING, LAKE VIEW, BUS 
ROUTE, WALK TO IC, 273-9300. 
389 STONE QUARRY ROAD, 4 
BEDROOM, FURNISHED, 
HARDWOOD FLOORS, FIRE-
PLACE, WASHER/DRYER, 
FULL BASEMENT, 2 CAR 
GARAGE. 273-9300. 
3 BR AURORA ST. HOUSES- 2 
three bedroom houses next to 
each other one block up from 
Commons avail '00-'01 school 
year. Large rooms with modern 
kitchens and baths. Excellent 
locations. Rent includes off-street 
parking, furniture, wash/dry, dish-
washers and service. Must see. 
Call Nick or Gus at 277-0312 M-
F 1 0A-4P, or 273-0553 M-Sat 6P-
9P. 
TOWNHOMES-Try a spacious 
3-story townhome just off the 
Commons that includes 3 & 4 
bedrooms, with free parking, free 
wash/dry, dishwashers, 1 1/2 
Baths, patio. 10 or 12 month 
lease. Must see. Call Nick or Gus 
at 277-0312 M-F 10A-4P, or 273-
0553 M-Sat 6P-9P. 
aters. Now, as the century has come Contemporary three bedroom 
to an .end, it is barely mentioned. For Mere Geffen's complete apt. Desirable downtown location 
Big-budget films like "Wild Wild 1999 year in movies, log on two blocks from The Commons. 
West," 'The Haunting" and "House to www.itheca.edu/lthecen. Two full baths, fully furnished, 
balconies, free parking available. 
$300 pp Call Christina at 256-
9539. 
3 - 6 Bedroom Furnished Houses 
Close to IC. Call 273-4211. 
ITHACA SOLAR TOWNHOUS-
ES, 4 BEDROOMS, FUR-
NISHED, COMPUTER DESKS, 
DISH WASHER, 2 BATHS, 
GREENHOUSE, WOOD BURN-
ING STOVE/FIREPLACE, SUB-
URBAN LOCATION, WALK TO 
IC, 273-9300. 
Close to IC. 3 Bedroom House, 
3 Bedroom apt., 1 Bedroom 
apt. Fully Furnished, off street 
parking, call 272-5647, 280-
3258 or 273-5192 
6 Bedroom Spacious, 
Furnished, 12 month lease, no 
pets, $340 p/person includes 
heat. 273-7 445. 
Wha.--t's 
Ca.--tch? 
THE ITHACAN 15 
GRADUATION WEEK RENTAL 
2000. East Shores Cayuga Lake 
Cottage, Sleeps 6, Perfect for 
parents and grandparents. 273-
3054. 
New 2 bedroom Mobile Home for 
rent. $400+ economical ut1ht1es 
(Spencer) 607-589-4630. 
For Sale 
1989 Volvo 7060 Sedan 101 K, 
Like New, Loaded, $6500 obo 
(Spencer) 607-589-7959 
Services 
Computer Problem? 
Cert1f1ed Mac + PC tech will fix 
your computer problem 
Affordable rates. Call 257-5838 
--the 
CAS~ for. you.::r clothes 
Trader K's 
Rothschilds Building 
The Commons 
272-4011 
call for details 
l. r-------------------------------~ 
r $ Alta Spa - $ SUPER 
SAYER 
Welcomes Students Back! 
607-273-6818 
308 East State Street, Ithaca, N.Y., 14850 
•Hair Cuts 
•Hair Weaves/Replacement 
•Relaxers/Perms 
•Massage 
•Day Spa 
•Skin Care 
•Wedding Consultation 
•Braids 
•Dreadlocks 
•Colors 
•Press N' Curls 
•Nails 
•Waxing 
•Clothing & Giftware 
$2 off any service at Alta Spa 
$ Not good with any other offer coupon expires 3/31/00 $ L-------------------------------J 
BETHEL GROVE 
BIBLE CHURCH 
176:3 Slaterville Road (Rt. 79E), Ithaca 
277-:3:3:3:3 
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL 
CHRIST-CENTERED CHURCH SERVING 
COMNIUNlTY AND CAMPUS 
Non-formal Worship Service 
Educational Opportunities 1N11,.IC'ry-Ad11t1J 
Traditional Worship Service 
Please visit our Web Site! 
http:/ /www.bg.org 
8:30 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11: 15 a.m. 
ROGAN'S 
CORNER 
PIZZA•SUBS & WINGS 
l========l'O GO 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
fr SOUTH HILL 825 Danby Rd. / 273-6006 • South Hill • Fall Creek • East Hill • Collegetown • Cornell • IC NORTHEAST 23 Cinema Drive/ 257-2757 Delivery to the Northeast • Cayuga Heights • South Lansing • Varna • NYSEG & Surrounding Areoll 
• North C.u111na 
r-----------------T-----------------,-----------------, I One Medium Pizza I One Large Pizza I One Ex·Lar9e Pizza 1 
1 2 Soda5 I 2 Sodas I 2 Sodas l 
: s59s I s799 1 s999 : 
I Tax lnc/1.Jdcd I Tax Included I Tax lrdv.ied I 
I E,q,rres 5115100 I Expcrcs 5115100 I E,q,rrcs 5115100 I 
~-----------------+-----------------+-----------------~ I One Medium Pizza I One Larae Pizza I One Ex-Large Pizza I 
1 2 5oda5, 12 Wings 1 2 Sodas, 12 Wings 1 2 Sodas. 12 Wing9 1 
: $11\99 I s12ss I $1A99 I 
I 4 \l'fa;ir.cluded : fu/.'lC/udcd I lilfrax,nc!udca' I 
I E,q,rres 5115100 I Expcres 5115100 I E,q,rrcs 5115100 I 
~-----------------+-----------------+----~--~---------~ 1 Any Calzone Any Time I Any Sub Any Time , Two Calzones Any Time 1 
I s399 ; s399 ; s799 : I - I - I I 
I I I I 
I tu included I lH incl»dltd I lH includt!d I I - c-.en ,-onler I OM COllpOII ,-order I one coupon per orda, I 
(l(pra~l5/00 ) E,;.-,u5l1~':.U I £....--~1~100 ~ 
r-----------------+-----------------+-----------------, 1 Large pizza with up to 3 1 2 large pizzas, 1 2 medium pizzas, 1 
I toppin[.~ and 2 501fae; I 4 sodas & 12 winge I 4 5odae; & 24 wing5 I ! ~999 ! s 19s9 ! s 1999 : 
I tu included •one covpon per order I tu Included • one co~ per order I t .. Included • one coupon fMr otlkr 1
1 I Expires 5/15/00 I Exp,res 5/15/00 I Expires 5/15/00 
~------------~----+-----------------+-----------------1 : One Medium Pizza I One Large Pizza : One Ex-Lar9e Pizza l 
1 2 Sodas 1 2 Sodas 1 2 5oda5 1 
! ss~:includ~d i s7~~r,r•:cJ~~ : sg?~r~JJGc·a l 
I Exp,rcs 5/15/00 I Exp,res 5/15/00 I Exp,res 5/15/00 I 
~-----------------+-----------------+-----------------, I One Medium Pizza I One Large Pizza : One Ex-Large Pizza l 
1 2 Sodas, 12 Wings 1 2 Sodas, 12 Wings 1 2 Sodas, 12 Wings , 
! 51~~.~ed i s12~JX~~,u~o i s14?~n~'uJcd ! 
I E,q,rrcs 5/15/00 I Expires 5/15/00 I Expores 5/15/00 I L--------------- ..L ________________ ..L----------------~ 
- -
~-
J' I 
. ,--
, I 
- ' 
- - ... ~ 
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JEFF 
MILLER 
Staff Writer 
Six strings 
of security 
Everybody has a security 
blanket when they travel. My 
mother's is her pillow, which 
she has had since she was a girl. 
I have a friend who always 
travels with his flashlight close 
at hand and another who 
docsn 't leave home without hts 
circa '90 Pound Puppy. 
My security blanket is three 
feet long and phallic. 
No, I'm not talking about 
the "love master," I'm talking 
about my guitar. I don't leave 
home for more than one night 
without it, and I wasn't going to 
let it collect dust in my room in 
Los Angeles while I w·as in 
London for the semester. I had 
dreams of playing in exotic 
European coffee shops while 
drinking cappuccino, and I 
wasn't going to let a silly airline 
"two carry-ons only" rule 
wreck my fantasies. 
I lried to explain this to the 
woman at LAX, who nodded 
and said, "Sorry. Tho pieces of 
luggage and one carry-on 
only." So I checked my two 
suitcases, filled with clothes, 
NC converters, clock radios 
and everything else I thought I 
would need. I had '!IY Eurorail 
Pass, my Britrail pass, my Pass 
Protection program pass, 
Pounds. Travelers Checks and 
medication. I had pillows, 
sheets and towels. 
I didn't pack my guitar. 
This turned out to be less of 
a problem than I expected. I 
learned long ago that if you 
look like you know what you 
are doing people assume that 
you probably do, and with that 
in mind I walked on to both my 
LAX to Cleveland and 
Cleveland to London planes 
carrying my guitar and a 
backpack, head held high. 
No one asked me why I had 
two carry-ons. And my security 
blanket successfully never left 
my side during my 24-hour trip 
(including time changes). 
One of the strange (and 
stress-inducing) things about 
the London program is that, in 
your first five days in the city, 
you arc expected to find an 
apartment (or "flat"). As the bus 
drove us to the hotel we would 
be staying at during our 
apartment hunt, passengers 
made observant comments. 
"This looks like Penn-
sylvania," one said. Another 
read a road sign, "Humps, one 
mile." Still another said, 'Tm 
getting sick." 
My feelings about the city so 
far arc as confusing as the street 
map. It doesn't feel like I am m 
a foreign country yet - all of 
my other out-of-thc-U.S. travel 
experiences arc in places like 
Argentina and Mexico, where 
the proof is in the language. 
Herc, it's like visiting New 
York City after living in Ithaca. 
Of course, these feelings arc 
shattered every time a two-
story bus drives by on the 
wrong side of the street. 
Junior Jeff Miller is in London 
during the spring semester. 
--
Mann's marvelous music 
Normally in a soundtrack review I will just discuss the recordings and not the film. But you can't do "Magnolia" jus-
tice without relating the album to the film it 
supports. Like in "Boogie Nights," director Paul 
Thomas Anderson's last film, music is a vital 
tool in tying up any loose ends that appear. This 
time he called upon the talents of Boston na-
tive/Los Angeles transplant Aimee Mann to 
give this fantastic movie an equally impressive 
soundtrack. The nine Mann songs, two songs 
by Supertramp and a track each from 
Gabrielle and John Brion, who wrote the film's 
score, round out perfectly-crafted aural cliff 
notes to the visual spectacle of "Magnolia." 
The movie and soundtrack both open with 
Mann's cover of the Harry Nilsson classic 
"One." Many have covered this smart song, but 
Mann's smooth female voice captures· the 
song's longing in a whole new way. 
Three of Mann's hard-to-find songs are 
pieced together so perfectly to extend the jour-
ney of dealing with love that the soundtrack 
could really be seen as Aimee Mann's great-
est hits of misguided love. 
"Momentum" zips through as a fired-up de-
claration to break from the norm of a situation, 
only to realize you are back where you start-
ed. All of the songs melt together well with 
themes similar to the next tune "Build That 
Wall" talks about putting up defensive shields 
in the game of love. The other previously re-
leased song "Wise Up" is not only a breath-
takingly stirring song, it also serves as a rev-
elation in the movie's characters' lives, stating 
that life won't change until one makes the nec-
essary changes. Her older songs are simple and 
smart and to the point, and the five new songs 
continue in that tradition. 
The first new song on the disc, "Deathly," 
was actually Anderson's catalyst to create the 
J :Meritt 
Senior Writer 
MUSIC REVIEW 
From the 
motion picture 
"Magnolia" 
Tho lthsc.in rates albums from 
1 (worsl) lo 4 (best) 
character of Claudia. The song was such an in-
fluence on Anderson that one of Claudia's de-
cisive lines in the movie is also the opening 
words in the song. "Driving Sideways" displays 
Mann's mastery of the use of metaphor as,shc 
delves into new water about the usual female-
male fight of not knowing what to do when 
things go wrong in a relationship. Mann's in-
strumental take on her brand new tune "Noth-
ing is Good Enough" adds dimension to some 
scenes and shows her mastery of writing great 
melodics, and not just great songs. 
Mann's only song written strictly for the 
movie, "Save Mc," is a smooth, slow piece 
used as the final mastcrpi~c to the movie, giv-
ing it closure. 
The entries from Supcrtramp and 
Gabrielle.could seem misplaced with the nine 
songs from Mann to someone who has not S(.!en 
the movie, but to someone who has, it not only 
fits but brings scenes to mind. The three songs 
not orchestrated by Mann all relate to the char-
acter played by William H. Macy, with 
Gabrielle's_ "Dreams" acting as hapless com-
ic relief to his pathetic life. 
Mann and Anderson gel perfectly as a ere-
-<--X'eReel 
WOrld 
'Magnolia' in full bloom 
, 'Magnolia" is Paul Thomas Ander-
son's brilliant depiction of a day 
and night in Los Angeles as ex-
perienced by an entourage of characters. 
What they have to do with one another is at 
first unclear, but credit Anderson for weaving 
together an impressive basket of surprises. Con-
sider it an opus, if you will - each character 
bringing a different shade of color to a paint-
ing that seems indecipherable at close range, 
yet painstakingly clear as you take several steps 
back. .,. 
The lilm opens with a series of amusing 
anecdotes that indirectly explain the purpose 
of this elusive story - chance happenings and 
random actions that arc the antecedents for fu-
ture situations and complexities. 
As the real story unravels, Anderson uses 
these characters as the final say in his thesis, 
justifying his point. There is the talc of "What 
Do Kids Know?" game show host Jimmy Gator 
(a commanding Philip Baker Hall), who must 
come to terms with his abusive and adulterous 
past, as well as his impending death. His co-
caine-addicted daughter (Mclora Walters) 
sleeps with sleazy men. Walters spits fireballs 
in her coked-up scenes; her energy ignites her 
scenes with John C. Reilly, who plays a by-thc-
books police officer trying to hit on her. For-
mer quiz kid Donny Smith (William H. 
Macy) cannot seem to find his place in the 
world and cannot escape his childhood stardom 
and genius, while at the same time he is "get-
ting dumber." Then there is the nco-quiz kid 
Stanley Spector (a mature Jeremy Blackman), 
who learns more than book knowledge a<; he 
experiences the atrocities of stardom. 
There is Earl Partridge (Jason Robards), 
whose dying request is to sec his estranged son, 
the self-proclaimed sex guru and misogynist 
Josfi.Jaco6s 
Staff Writer 
MOVIE REVIEW 
"Magnolia" 
Directed by: Paul 
Thomas Anderson 
Starring: John C. Reilly, 
Tom Cruise, Philip Baker 
Hall 
Tho lthac.in rales movies from 
1 (worst) lo 4 (besl) 
Frank T.J. Mackey (Tom Cruise) whom he has 
not seen in years. Anderson has given Cruise 
the ultimate part that plays right into Cruisc's 
egotistical type-cast. The inspirational work 
groups that Cruisc's Mackey gives are down-
right sensational. Every word is spoken with 
precision, authority, and slyness, as Mackey 
teaches his clicntclc how to sleep with every 
woman they desire. However, there is a dark 
side to everyone, and Mackey is no exception. 
Cruise has made him into one of the most three 
dimensional characters in a long time. A tense 
magazine interview and the confrontation 
with his father arc perfect examples. 
Julianne Moore and Philip Seymour Hoff-
man are also engaging as Partridge's money-
hungry and drug-addicted wife and Par-
tridge's nurse, respectively. 
Paul Thomas Anderson, who also wrote the 
script (loosely inspired by songwriter Aimee 
Maun, whose soundtrack contributions are su-
perior) has a real gem on his hands, this com-
ing after the critical successes of "Hard Eight" 
and "Boogie Nights" (most cast members return 
for "Magnolia"). Anderson presents his stories 
,, ' 
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BV MEGAN TETRICK 
Staff Writer 
Sandra Nasic's voice can rip you , 
apart or lull you to sleep. This startling 
vocalist leads the Guano Apes, a 
popular German band that just hit the 
States. Her steel voice drives its 
energetic mix-of punk rock and techno, 
occasionally melting into liquid silver 
for a few split seconds of vulnerability. 
.Raw and full of more angst than 
Alanis Morrissette, Nasic screams like 
a man in the opening track, "Open Your 
Eyes." Full metal chords pump 
unrestrained emotion layered with 
techno and hip-hop beats, assaulting 
the listener with Nasic's blunt lyrics. 
She writes all her songs in English, 
saying it's a more flexible language. 
Messages about abortion, pain and 
love cut deep when sung in her 
convicting voice. 
· In "Wash It Down," she spits out 
syllables as if they are dirty and bitter. 
Heavy with repeating chords, live 
performances of this,song and others 
explode with head-banging and-mosh 
pits. Limp Bizkit, Korn and Public 
Enemy have all influenced the eclectic 
sound of Guano Apes. 
While I usually,d_on't like hard-core 
metal or punk, I will listen to this album 
just to hear Nasic's chameleon voice 
morph from grating to sweet to sultry. 
. ' 
ative team. The match has given Mann a new 
outlet for some of her. best songs while An-
derson gets strong support for his amazing vi-
suals. Anyone who appreciates well-crafted 
songs on the rights and wrongs of relationships 
will- adore this collection. With or without the 
visuals, the songs 10 back up the movie '.'Mag-
nolia" are ones that should be added to every-
one's music library. 
"Galaxy Quest" 
,,,, ' -· 
:>..... i-,, ;; ~ 
BY BROOKE MATHEWSON 
Staff Writer 
"Galaxy Quest' is a movie that is fun 
for the whole family. It blends adult 
humor with an entertaining plot geared 
toward children (or your more immature 
friends). This movie is bot'1 relaxing and 
entertaining, making it a joy to watch. 
The has-been crew of a 1970s sci-fi 
television show called "Galaxy Quesr 
is challenged to their greatest 
performance ever. A tribe of aliens who 
believe the show is real ask the crew to 
save its people. The actors are forced 
to take on their television jobs as 
astronauts in order to be real-life 
heroes. 
Tim Allen plays the commander who 
holds the crew together, and it is his 
best role since Tim "The Tool Man" 
Taylor. His several comedic moments 
really made me like his character. 
Sigourney Weaver adds the female 
touch to the all-male crew, while Enrico 
Colantoni plays Mathesar, the leader of 
the aliens. This character really makes 
the movie. His monotone voice and · 
innocent nature are·touching. The 
friendship he forms with the 
commander brings forth the moral 
lesson of the movie. 
"Galaxy Quest" captures all aspects 
of what a good film should entail and is 
a light-hearted movie for all ages. 
with a subtle delicacy that maintains a tension 
suppressed only at the deciding closing act. His 
daring content combined with edgy di~ection 
yields a ~res~ experience, albeit dark happenings. 
Something 1s at work here, whether it be fate 
God, chance or luck, and one way or another: 
we are all connected by the events in our. lives, 
no matter how big or small. Remorse, love, anx-
iety, and other emotions are also covered. An-
derson is determined to make his statement hit 
and the impact is colossal. 
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Alumnus markets music site 
BY JILL HUGHES 
Staff Writer 
The online world has come 
beckoning into our lives, taking 
over the way we communicate, 
shop, research and even the way we 
learn musical instruments. Greg Re-
itman, a 1998 Ithaca College 
graduate, is the marketing manag-
er of the world's first online music 
school called Net Music School, at 
www.NetMusicSchool.com. 
The music school is designed 
for beginner guitarists and pi-
anists. The lessons use Macrome-
dia Flash 4 technology and 
streaming animation over the In-
ternet to show proper hand positions 
and movements. An animated 
stick figure named "Sticky" 
guides students through the 
lessons. 'The guitar students will find 
t:temselves playing popular rock, 
folk and blues songs. The piano 
lessons conclude with students 
playing a Bach Minuet. 
'The idea came about when peo-
ple at Interactive Music Inc., the New 
York media company that runs Net 
Music School, were constantly be-
ing asked, "How can I learn to play 
an instrument? Can you recommend 
any good books or a teacher?" 
"We realized that the Internet, 
with its rapidly expanding multi-
media capabilities, was ripe for an 
online music school," Reitman 
said. There are six other people now 
working for this site: web master, 
creative director, writer, two flash 
animators and a CEO. 
The site says the most common 
reasons why ~ople do not want to 
take the initiative to go out and learn 
an instrument is because they are 
intimidated, there is a lack of time 
and it is too expensive and incon-
We are the world's first onllne musk school, with a growing curriculum ol mu,ic lessons crea~d 
tor beginner mu51cians. Check out our a,rrent ccurse offerings ol beginner guitar and piano 
lessons In our lesson otlllog. 
CUCk Tlif ORANGE TKIJUlGlfS 
TO SU: A SA14:>\.E Of' OUR 
lESSOt; ANl'1AT!Ol,:S. 
-
-
COURTESY OF WWW.NETMUSICSCHOOL COM 
NET MUSIC SCHOOL allows Its users to take piano and guitar lessons over the Internet. Greg Reitman, 
a '98 corporate communication graduate, is the marketing manager for the site. 
venient. Net Music School ad-
dresses all of these objectives. The 
· first lesson is free to get a feel for 
the methodology and technology. 
and afterward it is $8.95 for each 
four or five lesson "suite." 
The subscribers are issued a 
password and granted unlimited ac-
cess to the desired lessons for a pe-
riod of 12 months. 
Reitman is a corporate commu-
nication graduate (now known as or-
ganizational communication, 
learning and design). He chose this 
degree because he wanted a major 
that combined both communications 
and business. 
"I think, however, that the pro-
gram needs to be much stronger on 
the interactive marketing side," 
Reitman explained. "The fact that 
I went through four years of college 
without ever having to take a mar-
keting class to graduate is left to be 
desired." 
"I do not think that presently 
OCLD prepares students for the mar-
keting industry," said lecturer 
Christine Iacobucci, OCLD, one of 
Reitman's mentors. Students who are 
majoring in OCLD can choose to 
take marketing classes (which are 
not offered in Park School of Com-
munications), depending upon 
their interests and career aspirations. 
Reitman did a marketing in-
ternship at Philips Lighting Com-
pany located in New Jersey. 
"This experience made me re-
alize that I cannot work in a big 
company, nor have to deal with cor-
porate mayhem on a daily basis," 
Reitman said. He gained further 
marketing experience from intern-
ing at cranfordonline.com and 
also received creative advertising 
experience at Columbia Tri-Star in 
Los Angeles. 
"Internships are beneficial to stu-
dents because it provides them with 
the opportunity to gain hands-on ex-
perience in their chosen fields," said 
ArG:ent 
· E>r1ers 
(and One Sunday Too!)" series at the Kitchen, 
located at 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Stephen Tropiano, director of the 
Communications Program in L.A. 
and one of Reitman 's mentors. 
"Many students discover the av-
enues they may want, and in some 
cases may not want, to pursue as 
they plan their future." 
Tropiano said there are many op-
portunities for students in the 
OCLD major to gain experience in 
a wide range of internships in the en-
tertainment and corpo~tc world. 
OCLD students have worked for the 
major network and cable companies 
as well as film companies in the ar-
eas of human resources, marketing, 
corporate and community relations 
and multimedia. 
Drawing from his experiences at 
his different internships, Reitman 
now spends his time as marketing 
manager doing press releases, 
pitching stories to newspaper edi-
tors and approaching bigger music 
oriented sites for possible strategic 
alliances. 
The Toy Story-esque show features Ithaca 
College sophomore Dustin Sullivan as Lundy, 
seniors Jennifer Herzog and Jonah Von 
Spreecken, brother-and-sister pair senior 
Karen Rockower and sophomore Kevin Rock-
owcr, sophomore Alex Creighton and 1999 grad 
Maureen Lyden. 
Performances arc Jan. 22, 29 and Feb. 5 at 
the above times, with a Sunday matinee at I p.m. 
Jan. 30. Tickets arc $3 and are available in ad-
vance at thP Ticket Center at the Clinton House, 
or by calling 273-4497. 
Spring 2000 Movie Schedule 
The Student Activities Board (SAB) 
sponsors screenings of recent movies 
each weekend in Textor 102. 
Audience invited to recording 
nckets are $3 at the door, or $2 with 
the Residence Hall Association card for 
7 p.m. Friday shows. 
Showtimes for each show are as fol-
lows: 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ITHACAPELLA 
CONDUCTOR senior Joe Stlllltano, fresh-
man Caleb Whelden, sophomore Sean 
Conor Anderson and freshman Brandon 
Stelnorth (from left) perform at an 
lthacap~lla show earlier this year. The 
group w1II host an a cappella festival 
Saturday at 7 p.m. In Emerson Suites. 
Live and Kickin' Records presents a live 
recording session with Jennie Stearns at Elec-
tric Wilburland, I 05 Band St., Newfield. 
Doors open at 12:30 p.m. and recording begins 
at I p.m. Sunday. 
Stearns will be recording new material live 
in the studio with her husband Richie 
Stearns, and will be joined by various mem-
bers of her band. 
Tickets are available at Borealis Books, Itha-
ca Guitar Works and Rumbleseat Music for $10. 
There will be a reception following the record-
ing. Stearns will open for Merl Saunders at the 
Haunt Sunday at 7:30 p.m. 
• Friday at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and mid-
night 
• Saturday at 9:30 p.m. 
• Sunday at 8 p.m. 
• Tuesday at 8 p.m. 
American Beauty-Friday through 
Tuesday 
A cappella groups to perform 
Ithaca College's first a cappella festival, Acap-
pellooza 2000, will take place Saturday at 7 p.m. 
in Emerson Suites. Groups will include Ithaca 
College's Ithacappella and Premium Blend, as 
well as 'The Buffers from Hamilton College and 
The Oxford Blues from Haverford College. 
Tickets are $3 and are available in the cam-
pus center or at the door. All proceeds will go 
towards the production of lthacappella's CD. 
New productwn stars students 
'The Kitchen 'Theatre's new production, 
'The Boy Who Lost His Sock," opens Satur-
day with 10 a.m. and noon performances. The 
show is the third in the "Saturday Morning Live 
Cafe to occupy vacant building 
The owners of the downtown Morris' 
Building, located in the same block as the dor-
mant State Theater on Cayuga Street, have an-
noooced an agreement to sell the building to a 
Binghamton restaurant, the Lost Dog Cafe. 
The new restaurant, named after the restau-
rant owners' Chihuahua who would take occa-
sional lengthy trips around Binghamton, will fea-
ture lunch and dinner menus and various 
forms of entertainment, including music and po-
etry. An opening date for the new restaurant has 
not yet been announced. 
·Three Kings-Feb. 4 to Feb. 8 
Deuce Bigelow-March 17 to March 21 
Clerks, Mall Rats and Chasing Amy-
March 24 to March 28 
Dogma-March 31 to April 4 
Boys Don't Cry-April 7 to April 9 
Man on the Moon-April 14 to April 18 
Movies for the Jan. 28 to Jan. 30 and 
Feb. 25 to Feb. 29 will be announced. 
Movie selections and locations are 
subject to change during the semester. 
Check the SAB board in the Campus 
Center for up-to-date information. 
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Vie 
mes 
The following is valid 
for Friday through 
Thursday, Jan. 27: 
Hoyts Ithaca 1 0 
Cinemas Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Angela's Ashes -
12:20 p.m., 3:20 p.m., 
6:40 p.m., 7 p.m. and 
9:50 p.m. 
Play it to the Bone -
11:35 a.m., 2:30 p.m., 
7:10 p.m., 10 p.m., 
Friday and Saturday at 
12:30 a.m. 
Down to You - 11 :55 
a.m., 2:05 p.m., 4:20 
p.m., 6:55 p.m., 9:20 
p.m., Friday and 
Saturday at 11: 15 
Girl, Interrupted -
12:30 p.m., 3:40 p.m., 
6:50 p.m., 9:40 p.m., 
Friday and Saturday at 
12:10 a.m. 
The Hurricane - 11 :50 
p.m., 3:10 p.m., 6:30 
p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Supernova-11 :40 
a.m., 1 :50 p.m., 5 p.m., 
10:20 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday at 12:15 a.m. 
Magnolia - 11 :30 a.m., 
3:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 
Friday and Saturday at 
11 :10 
Galaxy Quest - 12: 1 O 
p.m., 2:25 p.m., 4:40 
p.m., 7:05 p.m., 9:25 
p.m., Friday and 
Saturday 11 :30 p.m. 
Stuart Little - 11 :45 
a.m., 2 p.m., 4:10 p.m., 
6:15 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. 
Toy Story 2 - Noon, 
2:15 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 
p.m., Friday and 
Saturday at 12:25 a.m. 
The Green Mile - 4 
p.m., 8 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday at 11 :25 p.m. 
Any Given Sunday -
9:15 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 4 
Cinemas 
Triphammer Mall 
266-0717 
The Talented Mr. Ripley 
- 11 :45 a.m., 3 p.m., 
6:35 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Cider House Rules -
12:15 p.m., 3:15 p.m., 
6:25 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. 
Cradle Will Rock -
12:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 
6:45 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
Snow Falling on 
Cedars - 2:45 p.m. and 
6:15 p.m. 
American Beauty -
Noon and 9:10 p.m. 
.Be rjfJU haV-e- art 
eve-.rtt oemin; u_r, 
frn.~it/f 
Contact Accent Editor 
Devon Dams-O'Connor at 
274-1616 with information. 
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Planning to take the GRE, LSAT, 
MCAT, or GMAT exam? 
Apply for a KAPLAN scholarship 
to help you prepare. 
Applications are available no,v fron1 
Career Services 
All con1plctcd application 111aterials 111ust be 
received bv 
., 
5 p.111 .. Friday, Feb. 11, 2000 
* Course must be taken in Ithaca within one year of award. 
Sponsored by Career Services and 
KAPLAN Educational Centers 
• t · · · I 111 
SUMMER2000 
Stay in Ithaca this summer and work 
with us at 
Conference and Event Services 
Corne by and pick up a 
listing of job descriptions 
and an application! 
\Ve hope you join us! 
The Office of Conference and Event Services 
has more than 50 student positions available 
for the summer of 2000, including: 
•Athletic Trainers 
•Audio Visual/Set-up Staff 
•Office Assistants · 
•Special Event Managers 
•Summer Housing Assistants 
•Summer Supervisors 
•Summer Housing Office Assistants 
• Van Drivers 
•Youth Camp Advisors 
• 
The Office of Conference and Event Services is located in 201 
Campus Center. behind the information desk. Tel: 274-3313 
Come tonight! 
8:30 p.m. in the Park Auditorium 
T11ke 1•l1ttfttt1 
~el/ado 
Write headlines 
Find out what it's all about! 
Get involved from day one in any or a combination 
of the following areas: News, Accent, Opinion, 
Sports, Photo, Layout, Copy editing/Proofing, 
Online and Advertising. 
Write columns • 
The Newspaper for the Ithaca College Community 
With its wm Elmira, 
Ithaca claim first place 
in the E1Jffe Eight 
The Ithacan 
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ge athletes travel to America 
n lands to bleed Bomber blue orld 
Staff Writer 
Sophomore Yuhei Sasaki, freshman Paul Tate and senior 
Tony Farago live a combined 19,200 miles from Ithaca 
College. All three athletes traveled great distances from 
across three continents, but came to Ithaca for different rea-
sons. 
Soccer player turns football kicker 
Born in Yokohama, Japan, Sasaki, the 22-year-old 
place-kicker, never played a down of football before com-
ing to Ithaca. 
"I didn't like [American football], because I didn't 
know the rules," Sasaki said. "The rules were complicated 
to me, and I didn't know what was going on, so when I was 
in Japan I didn't watch." . 
Sasaki began skiing at age three, but discovered soccer, 
his other favorite sport, at age eight. In junior high and 
high school he was the kicker for the rugby team. 
When Sasaki began to look into U.S. colleges, he did not 
expect IQ.play any sports. Academics were his first priority. 
Compared to other college catalogs, the size and detail of 
Ithaca's catalog impressed the international business major. 
When Sasaki arrived at Ithaca, he wanted to start a 
men's rugby team. However, he later decided that joining 
the football team would help him understand American 
culture better. 
"I wanted to make friends, and I wanted to get used to this 
culture," Sasaki said. "I thought by getting into a sport and 
playing something with other kids, it would be a good thing." 
The highlight of Sasaki's football career took place on 
Sept. 26, 1998. In his first game on the varsity football 
team, he kicked off four times and made two tackles. After 
the win against the College of New Jersey, he was named 
Ithaca's specialist of the week and has retained the kickoff 
duties since then. 
Sprouting from Brussels to Ithaca 
"We were driving in the car trying to get down to M:!ine 
ror my birth, and we stopped on the side or the road in 
Concord, Mass., and I was born on the side of the road," 
Tate said. 
Perhaps the midticlder's birth on the road foreshad-
owed Tate's vagabond lifestyle. He lived in Maine for one 
year, then moved to Georgia and Tennessee while his 
father was stationed in Korea with the U.S. Army. 
After four years of living in the states, Tate and his par-
ents moved to Berlin. While in Germany, he was intro-
duced to the game of soccer and became mvolvcd in 
German soccer club teams. 
After living in Germany, Tate moved to Kansas in 
fourth grade. Then he lived in Fort Drum, N.Y., for three 
years. He then moved back to Europe and went to Brussels 
American School in Belgium. 
Because the high school was small, he participated in 
football, rugby and basketball, but soccer continued to be his 
favorite sport. 
When Tate returned to the states, he said he couldn't 
understand why Americans didn't have the same passion 
for soccer as Europeans. Tate's passion to play soccer 
became a factor when deciding what career path to take. 
"I really wanted to be involved in soccer throughout my 
life," Tate said. "I figured teaching would be the way to do 
it, and I had a really good chemistry teacher in B~s~cls. _He 
made me want to be a chemistry teacher/coach 111 a high 
school setting." . 
With that in mind, Tate said he thought about gomg to 
school in Europe, but he wanted to participate in the whole 
Americm. college experience. When looking into U.S. 
schools, he wanted a school that had high academic stan-
dards and a strong, competitive soccer team. Of all the 
schools he looked into, he said Ithaca had the best 
mix of the two. 
Tate played in eight games this season, said he 
~ad a blast playing, and hopes to sec more playing 
time next ydr. 
Canadian becomes All-American 
"The only thing I was sure of what I wanted to do after 
high school was play baseball," Farago said. 
The outfielder grew up in Ottawa and the only competi-
tive sport Farago played was baseball until high school 
when he also played basketball and volleyball. 
After high school, Farago said his main focus was to 
come to the states and play baseball. To play ball in the 
states, he knew that he needed a scholarship. 
Farago said hardly any Canadian universities have 
baseball programs, and Canada docs not give athletic 
scholarships or special aid to athletes. He looked into 
Division I schools such as Ohio State University and Kent 
State University but decided to accept a scholarship offer 
to play baseball at Division I Winthrop University, S.C. 
Because of disagreements with the coach at Winthrop, 
Farago decided he wanted to transfer to a different school 
that had a good baseball program and placed an emphasis 
on academics. 
Farago's high school summer league coach, Duncan 
MacDonald, recommended Ithaca. Farago called 
Bombers· head coach George Valcsente and discovered 
Ithaca needed an outfielder. The accounting/finance major 
also liked Ithaca's School of Business. He transferred to 
Ithaca 
h s 
junior year. 
Of the JO 
major offensive cat-
egories in baseball, 
Farago led the team 111 batting 
average, .386; hits, 56; doubles, 13; slugging 
percentage, .600; and home runs, four 
The impressive statistics have prompted his team-
mates to tease him about his recent honors. 
"My teammates always make fun of me, because I was 
an All-American," said Farago. "They ask me how a 
Canadian can be an All-American." 
All three athletes came to Ithaca from different places 
for different reasons. Although t~ey had different priorities 
and goals for college, all of them said they are pleased with 
their decision to come lo Ithaca. 
FILE PHOTO/THE ITHACAN 
ABOVE: SENIOR DESIGNATED HITTER TONY FARAGO dives back into first base last season. Farago was born in 
Canada and grew up playing baseball. His talent brought him to Ithaca where he earned All-America honors. 
TOP PHOTO BY GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
TOP: SOPHOMORE PLACE-KICKER YUHEI SASAKI practices kicking for the Bomber football team last fall. Sasaki 
never played American football-'before coming to Ithaca College; his main interests were soccer and rugby. 
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CHRIS 
O'CONNELL 
Sports 
Columnist 
Ice hockey: 
the other sport 
I am not from a hockey town. 
I'm not even from a hockey re-
gion. Nonetheless, I am from a 
city that boasts two NHL fran-
.,....__. ' chiscs that skate in new statc-of-
the-art facilities. 
·--·· 
--• 
~-
Still, these teams do not enjoy 
the popularity of the other major 
sports teams in Los Angeles. And 
Los Angeles is not unique. 
During winter break I attend-
ed my first hockey game at the 
amazing Staples Center. I saw 
the L.A. Kings dismantle the Ed-
monton Oilers, 8-2. By game's 
end I realized that hockey is an 
exciting, explosive game. 
So why is the NHL doomed to 
be the FOX of the sports world? 
Simply put, it's not marketed 
that well, 
The NHL has an inherent 
handicap over the other three ma-
jor sports: much of the country 
does not enjoy (suffer) harsh win-
ters. In Los Angeles, Snow and 
Ice (as in Vanilla) are bad white 
rappers, not weather conditions. 
It's easy to understand why I 
love baseball, basketball and 
football: I grew up playing them. 
It was never hard to find a first 
base (the tree), a hoop (over the 
garage) or an endzonc (the fire 
hydrant). But patches of ice were 
few and far between. 
So should the NHL make a 
dea\ with Congress lo import bad 
weather to these warmer cli-
mates'? No, the solution may be 
easier than that: promo1e roller 
hockey. Though every trendy pcr-
~on in Los Angeles owns a pair of 
rollcrbladcs (i!'s a law), nobody 
has a .\tick or a roller-hockey ball. 
The NHL could hand these mcx-
pcnsivc balb out to kids at games 
or at school functions. With more 
people playing hoc.:key, the league 
may sell more scats and get helter 
television ratings. 
The NHL ~uffer~ another 
dilemma m, well: The league 1s as 
diverse as, well. Itha.:a College. 
During the '80~. the NBA revolu-
tionized sport!- marketing by pro-
moting the individuals over the 
teams. People loved wa1d1ing Lar-
ry Bird and Magic.: Johnson. They 
were charismatic players whom 
people c.:ould relate to and root for. 
Many sports teams try to account 
for their city\ demographics. The 
theory is that a Mexican shortstop 
or a white power forward will at-
tract fans that otherwise wouldn't 
attend the game. 
In a country that 1s a melting 
pot, we still prefer to cheer for 
people like us. At the Kings 
game, I noticed that I couldn't 
even say a majority of the play-
er's names: too many consonant~. 
not enough vowels. Chanting 
~ome players name~ sounded 
more like clearing your throat. 
Again, the solution to thi~ may 
he to promote youth hockey. The 
league won't change overnight, 
hut with time it can attract more 
of a following. After all, hockey 
1:-. a fast-pat:ed game that com-
bine:-. foothall's intensity and bas-
ketball\ eye-popping athletic,; 
move~. The NHL just has to get 
people in the arenas to witnc~~ 
Chris O'Connell is a junior 
television-radio major. 
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Gymnastics 
BY STAN DOMBROWSKI 
Staff Writer 
It all begins somewhere. For the Ithaca gymnastics team the 2000 campaign began in 
Springfield, Mass., at the Spring-
field Invitational. Ithaca placed sec-
ond of four teams at the event, only 
behind Division I University of 
Massachusetts. 
The Bombers scored 178.775 
points, just 5.600 points behind the 
Minutemen. Springfield placed 
third with 177.200 points and 
Cortland finished fourth with 
176.900 points. 
In the all-around event, junior 
Stacey Coleman placed first with 
a score of37.75. She finished in the 
top ten in the vault, uneven bars 
and balance beam. 
Sophomore Jocelyn Genoa 
placed seventh in the balance 
beam with a score of9. I 00, tied for 
ninth in the floor exercise with a 
score of 9.325, and placed fifth in 
the uneven bars with a score of 
8.900. 
Sophomore Amy Hanson 
placed ninth in the balance beam 
with a score of9.050, 15th with a 
score of9.150, and fifth in the vault 
scoring 9.300. 
Also, junior Erin Kahler 
placed I 3th in the balance beam 
with a score of 8. 700, tied for ninth 
in the floor exercise scoring 
9.325, and tied for 10th in the vault 
with a score of 9.200. 
The gymnastics team moves on 
to the Brockport Invitational on 
Saturday. 
Wrestling 
BY STEPHEN T. ALLEN 
Staff Writer 
Women's aquatics 
BY MEREDITH JORGENSEN 
Staff Writer 
The Bomber wrestling Despite their aquatic team rolled to its first dual nature, the Division I meet victories by defeat- Dolphins could not out-
ing Ohio Northern, 23-17, and swim the Bombers Saturday. 
Johnson & Wales, 27-15, in the Ithaca defeated host Le Mayne, 
Budd Whitehill National Dual 131-111. 
Wrestling Championships. After splashing around in 
Ithaca (2-3-1) returned the Florida water for the 
from Winter Break ranked women's swimming and diving 
17th in the NCAA National Di- team's winter training break, the 
vision III polls with three team South Hill Squad (6- I) returned 
members in the top 10 includ- to competition, winning both 
ing 157-pound junior Ryan meets against host Le Moyne 
Ciotoli, who is number one in and William Smith ( 181-62) 
the country. Junior Tom Hall Saturday. 
( 133) and senior Felix Martinez The South Hill Squad had 
( 125) are fourth and eighth, a number of first-place finishes 
respectively. against Le Mayne, including 
Hall picked up two victories sophomores Denise Trombini 
in the two-day championship in the I ,000-yard freestyle 
meet at Lycoming College by ( 11: 6.09 seconds) and Erin 
defeating Adam Meyer of Clarke in the I 00-yard butterfly 
Ohio Northern and Ryan Hult of (59.54), and freshman Erin 
Johnson & Wales. J, Shackelton in the 200-yard 
Ciotoli defeated Ben Dusina '·freestyle (2:03.00). · 
of Ohio and Martinez defeated The 200-yard medley relay 
Nick Palumbo of Ohio, but team of seniors Laura Maring 
dropped his match against and Jen Souder, Clarke and 
Kevin Vees of Johnson & junior Lisa Weinwurm won with 
Wales. a time of I :55.66. Souder took 
Junior Conor Heun won first place in the 50-yard 
both of his matches at 149 freestyle (25. 70) and the I 00-
pounds, defeating Ohio North- yard breaststroke ( I :05.90). 
em's Tim Geiger and Johnson Maring also captured first in the 
& Wales' Bobby Donovan. I 00-yard backstroke (I :03.47). 
The Bombers will travel to The Blue and Gold host 
Binghamton on Friday and Geneseo in the Hill Center pool 
compete in the New York State at I p.m. on Saturday. The South 
Collegiate Wrestling Champi- Hill Squad defeated the Lady 
onship. · Knights, 140-97, last season. 
Men's aquatics 
BY MATT SCHAUF · 
Staff Writer 
Extra security seemed to be needed at the Henry Kumpf Invitational Satur-
day because the tournament was 
"bombed." 
The men's swimming and 
diving team upped its record to I 0-
2 for the season with seven dual-
meet victories, the closest a 141-
96 triumph over host RPI. 
Other team wins came over 
Cortland ( 148.5-88.5), New 
Paltz (169-74), Clarkson 185-46), 
Le Moyne (160-74), Vassar 
( I 96-27), and Keene State ( 183-
58); 
Five Ithaca swimmers ac-
counted for six overall first-place 
finishes on the day. 
Senior co-captain Andy 
Oriska took top honors in the 
1,000-yard freestyle ( IO min-
utes 26. 75 seconds) and junior co-
captain Ryan Spencer won the 
200-yard bac~stroke (2:02.40). 
Sophomore Mike Esper sprinted 
to the win in the JOO-yard 
freestyle (50.57), while freshman 
Mike Thurk grabbed first in the 
200-yard breaststroke (2: 15.44). 
The Bombers' top swimmer, 
sophomore Dave ))aha, managed 
two first-place finishes. He was top 
in the 200-yard freestyle in 
I :48.40 before winning the 500-
yard freestyle in 5:02.14. 
Ithaca hosts undefeated Gene-
sco at I p.m. on Saturday. The 
Bombers defeated the Blue 
Knights, 128-1 I I, last season. 
~tart thi Yrzar right 
Join the 
See what the buzz is about. 
Thi Ov{ZrnighVCla11 ttoiting 
Program 
******* 
You can help others as they consider Ithaca College 
by giving them a first-hand experience of life on 
campus. Host a prospective student overnight in your 
on-campus residence; take a visitor with you to class. 
Introduce interested students to your day-to-day 
experiences as a member of Ithaca College. 
Join this semester! 
Call the Admission Office at 274-3124 
or 
Stop by at 100 Job Hall 
or 
Email: AMSELCO@ITHACA.EOU 
Log on today. 
COME FLY WITH Us! 
Scholarships Available 
for qualified freshmen and sophomores 
AIR FORCE ROTC 
Significant opportunities await: 
• Scholarships pay up to full tuition 
• Guaranteed job after graduation 
• Excellent professional training 
(presentation, appearance) 
• Enter at a management level 
• Graduate study opportunities 
available 
Interested? Contact the Air Force ROTC 
office at: (607) 255-4004 or by e-mail 
admissions@afrotc.cornell.edu 
web-site: www .afrotc.cornell.edu 
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Teams bond in warm Florida water 
Aquatics squads 
take to the Atlantic 
and bask in the sun 
BY MEREDITH JORGENSEN 
AND MATT SCHAUF 
Stqff_ WJ:i!_'!..r:~ __ _ 
While most Ithaca College students 
were vacuuming Christmas tree needles and 
hravmg department stores lo return gr and-
rna \ heinous gift. the Ithaca swimming and 
diving teams were sunnrng and swimmmg 
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. lntermmglcd wrth 
tlouhlc-scssion practices, the Bornhcrs 
lilied their days (and nights) with a vancty 
of activities, from barbecues to ocean 
swims to dinner cruises. 
Even though the trip's main goal was to 
facilitate daily practice for the squads, 
team bonding was at the forefront of the 
excursion. Most got to know each other 
better, especially when trapped in ;;t van for 
the 24-27 hour ride down. 
"The ride can be really bad if you don't 
make it as fun as possible, but everyone was 
really tolerant," sophomore Meggan 
Christie said. 
COURTESY OF BETH PIKRYWA 
THE MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING TEAMS traveled to Florida during Winter Break to train for the remainder of 
the season. The Bombers swam in the International Swimming Hall of Fame pool in Fort Lauderdale. 
The famous blue Ithaca College vans 
served as transportation for most of the team 
as it departed from Ithaca Jan. 2. The 
cramped atmosphere gave the swimmers an 
opportunity to bond as they passed the time 
playing M.A.S.H. and spelling the alphabet 
on passing road signs. 
"[The ride] was entertaining," junior co-
captain Ryan Spencer said with a chuckle. 
"People get a little schizo halfway there, but 
we made it." 
Senior Aimee Gipe said the van ride is 
the perfect atmosphere to exchange infor-
mation about each other. 
"We laugh so much," Gipe said. "You 
really learn a lot about people." 
Yet the fun really began when the swim-
mers actually arrived in Florida. Residing at 
the Sun and Surf Hotel, a regular day's 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE DAVE BALTA practices the butterfly in the Hill Center pool last season. 
He placed second in the 100-yard butterfly and 200-yard freestyle at the Upper New 
York State Swimming Association Championship at RPI last year. 
schedule included practice from 8 to IO a.m. 
Many of the students then took to the beach 
before the two-hour afternoon practice ses-
sion beginning at 4 p.m. 
Despite the sunbathing and beach foot-
ball games, the training was rigorous. 
The Bombers occupied the International 
Swimming Hall of Fame pool for their af-
ternoon session. The facility features two 
pools, each 50-meters long (just more than 
double the length of the Hill Center pool) 
and IO lanes wide. The site catered to 
approximately 60 teams that shared it 
that week. 
"We don't compete that much down 
there," men's head coach Kevin Markwardt 
said. "But we get to see a lot of Division I 
teams as well as the best Division III teams." 
Markwardt said he values the presence of 
the other team~, showing his swimmers they 
arc not the only ones training vigorously. 
Activities were designed to break up the 
monotony of practice, including a compet-
itive ocean swim. Swimmers were divided 
by class, and after makrng their way 
through some initial shoving and pushing, 
swam a mile in the Atlantic Ocean. 
"It was really so scary," sophomore Jen-
nifer Friedman said. "Everyone was Jump-
ing on top of each other." 
Yet, despite the chaos of the bcgrnning 
of the mile, sophomore Denise Trombrnr 
placed first for the women's team. 
Gipe said the team has not participated 
rn the ocean mile since her freshman year 
Join the Ithacan photo staff 
Come to recruitment night tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Park 
Auditorium or contact Photo Editor Melissa Thornley or 
Assistant Photo Editor Alex Morrison at 27 4-3208. 
and noted that the water was much rougher 
than it has been in the past. 
"People were getting washed up on 
shore," Gipe said. 
Christie said the the entire schedule was 
tough but worth it. 
"It is really hard, because you arc 
working so hard and everybody rs so 
exhausted all the time," Christrc said. "but 
you come back to the hotel, and 11 1s just so 
much fun." 
The night life was a major aspect of the 
tnp. 111c women's team took a Jungle crurse 
that included dinner and a variety ~how. 
The owners of the Surf anti Santi ho~ted 
the teams at their home one evening for dm-
ner and invited Olympic diver Mary Ellen 
Clark to speak. 
"She was really short but she was rnlcr-
csling," Friedman said. 
Interesting could explain the end of the 
trip as well. Four of the men were 
"knocked down" by the winter·~ flu epi-
demic. Three of them. freshman Mike 
Thurk, JUnror Hy Portcu~. anti sophomore 
Tyler Burns, went lo the hospital for intra-
venous care. Doctors ongrnally though! 
Burns had appendicitis and were ~cl to op-
erate the day they were to come home. He 
was better in the morning and was allowed 
to leave wrth the South Hill squad 
"I was glad to get out of the hospital," 
Burns said. "But I don't know about com-
ing back [this Ithaca weather]. Florida was 
pretty nice." 
<"'· 
--
---
.c..._' 
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FRESHMAN JASON WALLEN shoots a lay-up while Elmira's Lamont 
Radcliff watches Friday at home. Ithaca won the game, 78-74. 
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Men win wild game 
BY DAN GREENMAN 
Staff Writer 
If Tuesday night's 78-74 win 
over Elmira indicates anything 
about league play this season, the 
men's basketball team should he in 
for a wild ride. 
1l1e Bombers (7-4, 2-1) held on 
to a 16-point halftime lead and 
handed Elmira (7-5, 2-1) iL~ first 
loss in Empire Eight league play. 
Coach Jim Mullins said he pre-
dicts many more games in the fu-
ture to be as close. 
"In the league this year, we arc 
going to see a whole bunch of 
games that are decided by J 0 
points or less," Mullins said. "At 
the end of the year, a team with five 
losses could very well win the 
league. I don't think you arc going 
to sec any teams that are 12-2 or 13-
1. Night in and night out you are 
going to see this kind of thing." 
Senior forward Aaron Spearman 
played in his first game of the sea-
son, after missing nine games 
with a broken navicular bone in his 
left wrist. 
"It felt great 10 finally help out 
my teammates a little bit," Spear-
man said after scoring eight 
points and seven rebounds in 23 
minutes off lhe bench. 
"I thought I was in better 
shape, but it felt tough out there in 
the first half," he said. Spearman 
kepi in shape by running and rid-
ing a stationary bike while he could 
not play basketball. 
The Bombers built a 34-16 
lead midway through the first half 
and went into halftime ahead, 45-
29. 
The second half was a com-
pletely different story. 
"There was no comparison of 
the two halves," Mullins said. 
The Soaring Eagles outscored 
Ithaca by 12 points in the second 
half. Elmira went on to an 11-2 run 
to start the second half and cut ltha-
ca 's lead lo 47-40. 
When one minute and six sec-
onds remained, Jimmy Marks 
scored lo bring the Eagles within 
five points, 76-71. With 18 seconds 
left in the game, the shot clock 
turned off and Ithaca was ahead, 
76-74, Elmira had the chance to 
win or at least tic the game. But se-
nior-guard Joe DeMarco threw the 
ball out of bounds, and the 
Bombers got the ball back. 
Junior guard John Lyons put the 
icing on the cake by making two 
free throws with nine seconds left 
on the clock. 
"We came out with the feeling 
that we would build on the first 
half," Mullins said. "We thought 
they were exhausted; we thought 
we were going to be able to run 
them, push them, tire them further, 
and just the opposite happened." 
"In the second half we basical-
ly lost our composure coming 
down the end," Lyons said, who 
scored 19 points in the game. 
"Their pressure got to us, and we 
just made some mental mistakes." 
Senior Ryan Bamford also 
helped the Bombers by totaling 19 
points, including five three-point 
field goals. Senior Pat Britton 
scored 11 points for the South Hill 
squad and moved into eighth 
place for career scoring. Jason Rose 
led the Soaring Eagles with 23 
points. 
Ithaca plays at RIT Friday and 
al Nazareth Saturday. Last season 
the Bombers lost both games 
against RIT, which is currently un-
defeated in Empire Eight league 
play. Ithaca lost their first meeting 
with Nazareth last season, but 
avenged the loss at home, 82-70. 
Bombers hand Elmira first league loss 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
Staff Writer _ ______________ _ 
Senior center Shari Wilkins 
~cored a career-high 22 points, 
grahhcd 10 rebounds and set a 
!school record with seven blocked 
shots in lead mg the women's bas-
kethall team to victory, 54-48, 
over Elmira on Tuesday. 
"As far as leadership, making 
hig plays, diving on the floor, gel-
ling after loose balls, [and] grabbing 
rebounds we weren't supposed to 
get, she made those plays, and that 
gave us the emotional lift that we 
needed," coach Jennifer Kroll said 
of Wilkins. 
With the victory, Ithaca (6-5, 
2-1 Empire Eight) moved into a 
first-place tic with Hartwick, St. 
John Fisher and Elmira in the con-
ference. 
"We had really good pass 
work, especially in the post," said 
Wilkins, who led the conference 
m rebounding and blocked shots 
la!-,! year. "Elmira was flat 
tonight. They played decently, but 
we definitely out-played them." 
The Bombers got off to a slow 
start but pulled ahead 24-21 by 
halftime. 
"We were a liulc hesitant and 
shaky in the beginning, but we got 
it together about five minutes into 
the first half," Wilkins said. 
Elmira trailed threateningly 
close in the second half. Ithaca 
gained a short-lived nine-point 
lead before Elmira pulled within 
two points. However, Ithaca man-
aged to pull away to clinch its sev-
en-point victory. 
"We were just gasping at the end 
of the game with about three and a 
half minutes to go," Kroll said. 
"You could sec that the girls need-
ed a break, but they dug in and did 
a really nice job defensively." 
Elmira (8-3) came into the 
game first in the Conference and 
on a seven-game winning streak, 
in which it defeated St. John 
Fisher, who recently defeated 
Ithaca, 63-38. 
Plan for Spring 2000 
Basic Scuba Diving 
Register NOW for 
Course Number 664-00400 
Next Class Starts Jan. 20th 
Deta'ils: 
•Taught Right Herc on Campus 
•Course Credit 
"We had the advantage coming 
into the game, because we weren't 
expected to win, so we could go all 
out and do whatever we could to 
win and prove everyone else 
wrong," Wilkins said. 
Elmira guard Rachel Joslin 
said Ithaca fought hard in a well-
earned victory. 
"Ithaca played an absolutely 
great game," she said. "They de-
serve all the credit for winning, 
but we know we could've played 
better." 
Junior forward Kelly Brady 
grabbed 13 points and IO re-
bounds, while freshman guards 
Kerri Brown and Donna Fisher and 
senior guard Kelly Pryce each 
added four assists. 
"We came into it like-we want-
ed to win this game because we 
knew that they were ranked ahead 
of us and it would be a big win," 
Brown said. 
Ithaca travels to RIT on Friday 
and to Nazareth on Saturday for 
back-to-back conference games. 
MICHAEL SCHRAMM/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR KELLY PRYCE drives toward the basket as Elmira 
sophomore Lauren Canestrari attempts to defend her Tuesday. 
the funlanaster > 
• 
•Lifetime Worldwide License 
•Latest Equipment Furnished 
• I /2 the Price of off-campus course 
•Great Swimming Ability NOT Necessary 
•38 Years of Experience 
Add local events to our site and promote 
•Professional & Expcnenccd Instructors 
•Anyone Can Do It! 
National Aquatic Service 
Syracuse, NY 
800SEA DIVE 
315 479 5544 
www.nationalaquatic.com 
Safe 
Easy 
Affordable 
We Specialize 
in On Campus 
Courses 
the hell out of it on your campus ... 
... and we'll hook you up with $8 / hour 
contact Joey@nfghtfunk.com 
NIGHTFUNK 
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By The Nu111bers Compiled by Justin Voldman 
Scoreboard 
Men's aquatics (10-2) 
• Saturday, Jan. 15 
Ithaca placed first of seven teams at 
RPl's Henry Kumpf Invitational. 
Women's aquatics (6-1) 
• Saturday, Jan. 15 
Ithaca def. Division II Le Moyne, 131-
111. 
Ithaca def. William Smith, 181-62. 
Wrestling (2-3-1) 
• Saturday, Jan. 15 
Ithaca def. Ohio Northern, 23-17 
Ithaca def. Johnson & Wales, 27-15 
• Friday, Jan. 14 
John Carroll def. Ithaca, 22-15 
Loras def. Ithaca, 33-19. 
Men's basketball (7-4) 
• Tuesday, Jan. 18 
Ithaca def. Elmira, 78-74 
Women's basketball (6-5) 
• T1,1esday, Jan. 18 
Ithaca def. Elmira, 57-49 
Gymnastics 
• Saturday, Jan. 15 
Ithaca placed 2nd of four teams at the 
Springfield Invitational 
They Said It 
"[The ride] was entertaining. People get 
a little schlzo halfway there, but we 
made It." 
-Men's swimming and diving junior co-cap-
tain Ryan Spencer on the 27-hour van ride 
to Florida for the team's winter training trip. 
"My teammates always make fun of me, 
because I was an All-American. They 
ask me how a Canadian can be an All· 
American." 
-Senior baseball player Tony Farago, who 
grew up in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
In the Right Direction 
1999-2000 Sears Directors Cup Division 
Ill Fell Standings 
~ 
1. Trinity (Texas) 
Breaking Through 
Brute Adidas Division Ill Wrestling 
Team Rankings 
No. Team Pvs. 
1. Augsburg (Minn.) 1 
2. Wartburg (Iowa) 2 
3. Brockport 3 
4. Pacific (Ore.) 11 
5. Lycoming (Pa.) 5 
6. College of New Jersey 6 
7. Buena Vista (Iowa) 4 
8. Augustana (Ill.) 8 
9. Springfield (Mass.) 10 
10. Luther (Iowa) 9 
17. Ithaca 25 
Leaps and Bounds 
Jttm 
Gymanstlcs 
Springfield Invitational 
Jan.15 
1. Massachusets 
Scoring 
184.375 
178.775 
177.200 
176.900 
2. Ithaca 
3. Springfield 
4. Cortland 
• Event 
All-Around 
1. Stacey Coleman (I) 37.75 
Vault 
1. Jen Gendron (M) 9.475 
5. Amy Hanson (I) 9.300 
Uneven bars 
1. Katie Teft (M) 9.775 
5. Jocelyn Genoa (I) 8.900 
Balance beam 
1. Mandy Mosby (M) 9.600 
5. Stacey Coleman (I) 9.250 
Floor excercise 
1.Leslie Cavalieri (S) 9.625 
T9. Jocelyn Genoa (I) 9.325 
Bridget Grant (I) 9.325 
Erin Kahler (I) 9.325 
BTNun1bers 
2. Williams (Mass.) 
3. California-San Diego 
4. College of New Jersey 
5. Rowan (N.J.) 
22.Hhaca 
f2.ln.t§ 
285 
268 
• 265 
231 
220 
110 
24 Points the women's basketball team held 
Cazenovia to Jan. 11. The last time the 
team held an opponent to fewer points 
was Dec. 8, 1978, when they beat 
Barnard, 84-21. 
SnOrtt 
~nors 
Regional All-Stars named 
Four members of the football team have 
been named to the East Region All-Star 
Team, as chosen by Don Hansen's 
Football Gazette. Senior tight end Jeff 
Erne and senior linebacker Rich Pasquale 
were first-team selections, junior defen-
sive back Ron Amato was a second-team 
selection and junior guard Adam 
Grossman was named to the third team. 
1999 team of the year selected 
Two members of the football team have 
SPRING BREAK!! 
CANCUN! ~ JAMAICA! 
~ NASSAU! 
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 
~ 
PEA PERSON 
eau us at 1-800-293-1443 or go to 
been named to the 1999 Team of the Year, 
as chosen by d3football.com. Erne was a 
first-team choice and Grossman received 
honorable mention. The honor marks the 
second All-America recognition for both 
players; Erne and Grossman were both 
third-team selections to the Hewlett-
Packard All-America Team. 
ECAC AU-Stars named 
Five members of the football team have 
been named to the ECAC Upstate New 
York All-Star Team: Amato, Erne, 
Grossman, Pasquale and junior offensive 
tackle Aaron Mumby. 
AU-Academic team selected 
The women's soccer team has earned 
the Team Academic Award from the 
National Socce_r Coaches Association of 
America. With a team grade-point average 
of 3.30, Ithaca ranked 30th nationally and 
Athlete of the Week 
Pat Britton 
Men's basketball 
Pat Britton keeps moving up Ithaca's career scoring list. 
With 21 points over Cazenovia Jan. 11, Britton moved up 
to ninth all-time with 1,144 career points, passing Bruce 
Jones. He added five assists and three steals to lead the 
Bombers to an 88-73 victory over Cazenovia. Last sea-
son, Britton started all 25 games, averaging 16.5 points 
per game. He also led the EAA in scoring and his .839 
free-throw percentage placed him second in the EAA. 
Britton is one of two captains on this season's team. 
Britton is a senior excercise science major. 
Mens BBall 
Men's basketball 
Ithaca vs. Elmira 
Jan.18 
Team 
Elmira 
Ithaca 
.e.taw 
Kevin Heiss 
Jason Wallen 
Dane Fischer 
Ryan Bamford 
Pat Britton 
1fil 
29 
45 
~ 
~ 
1 
10 
3 
3 
3 
2nd 
45· 
33 
~ 
2 
0 
2 
0 
3 
Takedown 
Wrestling 
Eirntl 
74 
78 
~ 
4 
2 
0 
19 
11 
Ithaca vs. Ohio Northern 
Jan.15 
125: Felix Martinez (I) fall Nick Palumbo, 
4:42; 133: Tom Hall Tech. Fall Adam 
Meyer, 3:40; 141: John Sayler (ON) dee. 
Dan Montana, 5-3; 149: Conor Heun (I) 
dee. lim Geiger, 6-4; 157: Ryan Clotoll (I) 
dee. Ben Dusina, 10-7; 165: Jarrid 
Bradford (ON) dee. Andrew Locke, 6-5; 
174: Josh DeMarco (ON) dee. Bill Parry 5-
2; 184: Dave Charles (ON) major dee. 
Antonio Guzman 17-6; 197: Paul Gregsby 
(ON) major dee. Seth Rak, 13-2; Hwt: 
Jason DICesare (I) fall Jeff Harr, 1 :07. 
17th among Division III schools. In addi-
tion, junior back Erin DeMarco was 
named to the NSCAA's East Region 
Scholar-Athlete Team. 
Soccer All-Stars selected 
Four members of the Ithaca College 
men's soccer team have been named to the 
Northeast Region All-Star Team, as cho-
sen by the National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America. 
Junior forward Wade Wilkinson was a 
first-team selection. Senior goalkeeper 
Chris Lucci.junior back Todd McConnick 
and senior forward Joao Valerio were 
named to the second team. No other school 
had more All-Region selections. 
All-Academic squad named 
Six members of the Ithaca College field 
hockey team have been named to the 
Womens BBall 
Women's basketball 
Ithaca vs. Elmira 
Jan.18 
Iemn 1st 2nd Final 
Elmira 21 28 49 
Ithaca 24 33 57 
Ithaca 
ernw ~ ~ Pts. 
Kelly Brady 12 2 13 
Shari Wilkins 10 0 22 
Kerri Brown 4 4 6 
Donna Fisher 4 4 6 
Kelly Pryce 5 4 6 
Full Nelson 
Wrestling 
Ithaca vs. Johnson & Wales 
Jan.15 
125: Kevin Vees (JW) dee. Felix Martinez 
(I), 6-4; 133: Tom Hall (I) fall Ryan Hult, 
1:14.141: Jud Wilcox (JW) dee. Dave 
Leonardo, 2-1; 149: Conor Heun (I) dee. 
Bobby Donovan, 3-1; 157: Shamir 
Rhodes (I) dee. James Gilbert, 4-1; 165: 
Nate Higgins (I) dee. Dave Paquette, 7-1; 
174: Bill Parry (I) fall Zach Scherr, 1 :23; 
184: Keith Dixon (JW) dee. Antonio 
Guzman, 8-5; 197: Peter Esposito (JW) 
fall Seth Rak, 5:00; Hwt: Toby Alvarez (I) 
fall Dan Montgomery, 2:28 
National Fiela Hockey Coaches 
Association All-Academic Squad: sopho-
more midfielder Andrea Cecconi, sopho-
more midfielder Marie Engle, junior back 
Becky Karver, sophomore forward Aimee 
Nicholas, senior back Nicole Sgobbo ar,d 
junior midfielder Lindsay Steingart. Ithaca 
was one of 15 Division III schools nation-
wide to have six players honored. 
Sclwlar-Athlete's selected 
Two members of the Ithaca College 
men's soccer team have been named to the 
National Soccer Coaches Association of 
America's Scholar-Athlete Team. 
Junior back Shaun Leska and 
McConnick both were honorable mention 
choices to the team, which honors athlete.., 
from all levels of NCAA and NAIA com-
petition. 
Compiled by John Davi~ 
A.1sista11t Sports Editor 
Send infonnation to The Ithacan, 269 
Park Hall, Ithaca College. For ~ 
information, contact Calendar Ecitors 
Melissa Fisch and Jill H~ at 
274-3208 or tax·274-1565. 
Thursday 
, , !January 20, 2000 
,. 
Four-day weather forecast 
TODAY FRIDAY 
Chance of 
snow 
Chance of 
snow 
Ground, 1230 Danby-Road. 
S ,.'\ I l ; I{[),.\ Y 
Hhaca Tangueros - 9 p.m. to 
midnight at Common Ground, 
1230 Danby Road. 
\1()!\ [)/\ y 
. .,, 
Menomune vaccination clinic -
1-4 p.m. at the Hammond Health 
Center. Menomune vaccination cllnlc -
SPORTS 5·8 p.m. at the Hammond Health 
Men's and Women's Indoor Center. 
Track and Field: Ithaca at Tufts Scripture Study- 7 p.m. in 
SATURDAY 
Partly cloudy 
• ·"-,:..-; {~.__.: --~--:~~4, :·c-,-to~~f''. -'"'~,-·,-~- _· ·~ :~rChapel. S A"/::-<·~7-·:~. -. · >: .. ?.',¼ ·-··-:-Wreatl~tlVS-Colle· ;-:-· - -~---i~i\t 
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· tnow · ·· · a.m. at-Binghamton -~-'.?~: . M~'s Basketball: Ithaca at 
Men's and Women's Swimming KeUka - 8 p.m. 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
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Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
Amnesty International meeting 
-12:10p.m. in Friends 207. 
Radio recruitment night - 7:30 
P.m. in the Park Auditorium. Those 
rl<ll)A Y 
Last day ADD/DROP Block I 
courses 
and Diving: Ithaca vs. Geneseo 
-1 p.m. 
Gymnastics: Ithaca at 
Brockport Invitational - 1 p.m. 
Women's Basketball: Ithaca at 
Nazareth- 2 p.m. 
Men's Basketball: Ithaca at 
Nazareth - 4 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
COMMUNITY 
Club West Coast with DJ Aswin 
- 8:30 p.m. to midnight at 
Common Ground, 1230 Danby 
Road. Free swing lessons by 
Cindy Overstreet at 8:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
History Club meeting - noon to 
1 p.11J. in the Rec Center. 
STAGES meeting-_ 12:10 p.m. in 
Friends 306. 
,· .. interested in working for WICB 
and 106-VIC are invited. 
Jewish Community Services -
Shabbat Services in Muller 
Chapel at 6 p.m. and dinner 
services in the Terrace Dining Hall 
at 7 p.m. 
"The Boy Who Lost His Sock" 
- 10 a.m. and noon at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St. 
"The Ithaca Kitty" -1 p.m. at 
Tompkins County Museum. 
"How to Take Care of Your 
Photographs" - 2 p.m. at 
Tompkins County Museum, 401 
East State St. 
Menomune vaccination clinic -
5-8 p.m. at the Hammond Health 
Ce~ter. 
"~-
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The lthacan's recruitment night 
- 8:30 p.m. in the Park 
Auditorium. The newspaper tor 
the Ithaca College community 
invites those interested in working 
for the paper this semester. 
IC Comedy Club Presents: 
"Blissful Idiots" - 11 p.m. on 
channel 13. 
COMMUNITY 
"Falsettos" - 8 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Diversity 2000 with DJ Carlos 
Porras - 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at 
Common Ground, 1230 Danby 
Road. An energetic mix of Latin 
and American dance music and 
Karaoke in Spanish and English. 
SPORTS 
Men's Basketball: Ithaca at RIT 
-Bp.m. 
Women's Basketball: Ithaca at 
RIT-6p.m. 
Wrestling: NYS Collegiate 
Wrestling Championship -
noon at Binghamton 
COMMUNITY. 
The Nines perform for Friday 
jazz - 5 to 8 p.m. Common 
Ground, 1230 Danby Road. 
Central New York's finest female 
jazz ensemble. No cover. 
"Falsettos" - 8 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Dance Music with DJ Boyd - 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. at Common 
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"Falsettos" - 8 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Dance Music with DJ Joey - 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. at Common 
Ground, 1230 Danby Roc1d. 
SlJNOAY 
Cathoiic 'Community Mass:_ 1 0 
a.m., 1 p.m. and 9 p.m. at Muller 
Chapel. 
Protestant Community Services 
- 11 :30 a.m. at Muller Chapel. 
COMMUNITY 
"Falsettos" - 4 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St. 
Argentine T~ngo sponsored by 
IC Comedy Club meeting - 7 
p.m. in Terrace 9, room 226. 
BIGAVLA meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 309. 
SPORTS 
Women's Basketball: Ithaca vs. 
Wllllam Smith - 6 p.m. in Ben 
Light" Gymnasium. 
COMMU~ITY 
Noche Latina - Latin Dinners 7 
to 10 p.m. and Latin Dancing with 
DJ Carlos Porras S:p,m. to 1 a.m. 
at Common Ground, 1230 Danby· 
Road. 
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e The Ithacan at the click of a mouse. 
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E See what the buzz is all about. Check out daily news and sports coverage as well as 
additional Accent stories. 
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Last Day PASS/FAIL Block I 
Courses 
French Club meeting - 5:15 
p.m. in French Quarter. 
Evensong -10 p.m. at Muller 
Chapel. 
SPORTS 
Junior Varsity Men's 
Basketball: tthaca at Hamilton 
-7p.m.• 
Wrestllng:'llhaca at RIT - 7:30 
p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
"Falsettos" - 8 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co., 116 N. Cayuga St. 
l HURSDAY 
Meditation - noon in Muller 
Chapel. 
"The Michelangelo of the 
Capitol: The Life and Art of 
Constantino Brumldl"-12:15 to 
1 p.m. in Clark Lounge, Egbert 
Hall. Associate Professor Antonio 
Direnzio, writing, discusses the life 
of Constantino Brumidi, the Italian 
immigrant who painted most of the 
frescoes in the U.S. Capitol. 
Amnesty International meeting 
-12:10 p.m. in Friends 207. 
IC Comedy Club Presents: 
"Blissful Idiots" - 11 p.m. on 
channel 13. ·. 
COMMUNITY 
"Falsettos" - 8 p.m. at Kitchen 
Theatre Co.,.116 N. Cayuga St. 
Diversity 2000 with DJ Carlos 
Porras - 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at 
Common Ground, 1230 Danby 
Road. An energetic mix of Latin 
and American dance music and 
Karaoke in _Spanish and English. 
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed in the calendar. 
